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Abstract

Implementations of the most popular scheme of indirect field-oriented control for AC induction motor drives still suffer from difficulties due to the sensitivity of rotor parameters in decoupling torque and flux and control algorithm complexity in meeting real-time control requirements.

This thesis presents solutions to some of these problems. A new parameter adaptation control scheme, named rotor flux orientation control, is proposed and verified by digital simulations which show a very good result in dynamically correcting the mismatched value in the slip frequency calculator that usually occur when temperature rises or flux saturates. This method is based on the principle of feedback control which uses the detected rotor flux orientation as a feedback control signal.

For processing complex control algorithms in real-time, a new parallel processor architecture, using T800 Transputers, is proposed. Implementation results show that with this parallel processing controller complex control algorithms such as field-oriented control and parameter adaptive control together can be handled in very short processing times thus meeting fast dynamic control demands.

In addition, the design of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor is studied. A design method for linear control of AC induction motor control based on the indirect field-oriented control scheme is proposed. Decoupling of torque current and flux current is achieved by applying feed-forward controllers.

A new control scheme, named extended indirect field-oriented control, is proposed and verified by simulation results which show an excellent control performance that can not be achieved by a linear control scheme.
Furthermore, the incorporation of fault tolerance for Transputer communication link failures and processor failures is studied and some simulation tests have been carried out. As a result of the fault tolerance mechanisms incorporated, control system reliability is improved.
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Notation

\( i_{d}, i_{q} \): direct- and quadrature-axis stator currents in the synchronous reference frame.

\( i_{dr}, i_{qr} \): direct- and quadrature-axis rotor currents in the synchronous reference frame.

\( u_{d}, u_{q} \): direct- and quadrature-axis stator voltages in the synchronous reference frame.

\( u_{dr}, u_{qr} \): direct- and quadrature-axis rotor voltages in the synchronous reference frame.

\( i_{a\beta} \): alpha-beta axes current in the stationary reference frame.

\( i_{a}, i_{\beta} \): alpha- and beta-axis stator currents in the stationary reference frame.

\( u_{a\beta} \): alpha-beta axes voltages in the stationary reference frame.

\( u_{a}, u_{\beta} \): alpha- and beta-axis stator voltages in the stationary reference frame.

\( I_{d}(k), I_{q}(k) \): discrete direct- and quadrature-axis stator currents in the synchronous reference frame.

\( U_{d}(k), U_{q}(k) \): discrete direct- and quadrature-axis stator voltages in the synchronous reference frame.

\( w_{s} \): stator angular frequency
\( w_r \): rotor angular frequency

\( w_{sl} \): slip angular frequency

\( \tilde{\psi}_r \): rotor flux

\( \psi_{dr} \): rotor flux component in \( d \) axis

\( \psi_{qr} \): rotor flux component in \( q \) axis

\( \psi_{ad} \): stator flux in \( \alpha - \beta \) axis

\( \psi_a \): stator flux component in \( \alpha \) axis

\( \psi_\beta \): stator flux component in \( \beta \) axis

\( \psi_{ar} \): rotor flux component in \( \alpha \) axis

\( \psi_{dr} \): rotor flux component in \( \beta \) axis

\( \theta_s \): stator electrical angle

\( \theta_r \): rotor angle
\( \theta_{sl} \) : slip angle

\( \ast \) : suffix denoting the reference value

\( R_r \) : rotor resistance

\( R_s \) : stator resistance

\( L_r \) : rotor inductance

\( L_s \) : stator inductance

\( M \) : mutual inductance

\( D \) : viscous friction coefficient

\( J \) : total inertia

\( T \) : motor torque

\( T_L \) : load torque

\( \hat{T} \) : estimated torque
\( n_p \): number of pole pairs

\( N \): number of pole

\( p \): differential operator

\( s \): Laplace operator

\( \text{mmf} \): magnetomotive force

\( \rho \): \( 1 - \frac{M^2}{L_{\text{eff}}} \)

\( T_r \): \( \frac{L_r}{R_r} \)

\( K_p \): controller proportional gain

\( K_F \): flux orientation controller proportional gain

\( \tau \): controller integral time constant

\( e \): controller input

\( y \): controller output
$T_0$ : sampling time

$rpm$ : revolution minute per

$Nm$ : Newton meter

$\delta$ : departure angle
Chapter 1

Introduction

Electric machines have been a workhorse of industry for many years. The three basic electric machines - DC, induction, and synchronous - have served industrial needs for nearly a century [1]. Although the induction machine is superior to the DC machine with respect to size, weight, rotor inertia, efficiency, maximum speed, reliability, cost, etc., because of the former’s highly non-linear dynamic structure with strong dynamic interactions, it requires more complex control schemes than a separately excited DC machine. As for DC machines, torque control is achieved by controlling the motor current. However, in contrast to DC machines, in AC machines, both the phase angle and the modulus of the current have to be controlled, or in other words, the current vector has to be controlled. Furthermore, in DC machines, the orientation of the field flux and armature mmf is fixed by the commutator and the brushes, while in AC machines the field flux and the spatial angle of the armature m.m.f. require external control. In the absence of this control, the spatial angles between the various fields in AC machines vary with the load and yield an unwanted oscillating dynamic response [2]. With field-oriented control of an AC machine, the torque-and flux-producing characteristics are similar
to those of a separately excited DC machine and the system will adapt to any load disturbances and/or reference value variations as fast as a DC machine.

In the past such control techniques would have not been possible because of the complex hardware and software required to solve the complex control problem. Field-oriented control techniques incorporating fast microprocessors have made possible the application of AC motor drives for high performance applications where traditionally only DC motor drives were applied.

Field-oriented control techniques are now being accepted almost universally for high performance control of AC machines. Such control methods were developed in Germany in the early 1970's. Blaschke [3] developed the direct method of field-oriented control and Hasse [4] invented the indirect method. At present, the field-oriented control techniques have been implemented in terms of four types (rotor flux-oriented control, magnetizing flux-oriented control, rotor-oriented control, and stator flux-oriented control). The most popular method is the rotor flux-oriented control because of its easy implementation, robustness and fast dynamic response [5]. In rotor flux-oriented control, there are two schemes: direct and indirect field-oriented control. As it has easy implementation, practical use and robustness, indirect field-oriented control has been given extensive attention in recent years [6][7][8][9].

However, the system response of indirect field-oriented control is limited by the accuracy with which the rotor time constant is known. Unfortunately, the rotor time constant varies with both airgap flux and temperature so that it is difficult to keep the controller in tune. Means for estimating and adjusting the rotor time constant in the slip frequency calculator is currently an area of intense activity [6].
The researchers are attempting to find a suitable parameter-adaptation scheme for optimum decoupling torque and flux under various operating conditions.

On the basis of field-oriented control, modern control techniques have been employed for obtaining a higher dynamic control performance. Modern control theory is certainly more difficult to apply for AC drives. However, for the AC drives with field-oriented control used in the inner core, there is no difference in the dynamics between the AC and DC drives. Therefore, it is expected that modern control theory will be applied to AC drives with field-oriented control in the inner loop [2]. Applying modern control theory to AC motor drive control remains a challenge because of the large time critical computation work requirement. Increased computational speed is, of course, the primary benefit of parallel processing. This allows the system to be controlled more quickly and gives the choice of added complexity in the control algorithm.

Fault tolerance can be realized in a parallel processing system by organizing computational operations in a distributed sense, so that an operation failure results in performance degradation rather than a complete breakdown of the controller.

Today, motion control is an area of technology that embraces many diverse disciplines, such as electrical machines, power semiconductor devices, converter circuits, dedicated hardware signal electronics, control theory, microcomputers, LSI/VLSI circuits, sophisticated computer-aid design techniques and system reliability techniques [10] (Fig.1.1). Each of the component disciplines is undergoing an evolutionary process, and is contributing to the total advancement of machine drive control technology.

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the characteristics of indirect field-
oriented control of an AC induction motor and to develop new schemes for solving problems in indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

Due to the complexity of algorithms for indirect field-oriented control, most recently developed parameter adaptation control schemes are restricted to motor steady operation for correcting the mismatched value in the slip calculator.

In this thesis, a new easily implemented rotor parameter adaptation control is expected to correct the mismatched value in both motor steady operation and transient operation.

Considering the complexity of indirect field-oriented control and modern control in AC drives, a new VLSI product, known as a Transputer, is chosen as the parallel processing controller for the real-time control requirement. Simulations of indirect field-oriented control on multi-transputer networks have been carried out to examine the parallel processing effectiveness. The corresponding execution times
for control algorithms and some fault tolerance test results for improving control system reliability have been obtained.

A linear control model of an AC induction motor based on indirect field-oriented control have been studied for the purpose of design of PI or PID controllers by using the classical methods such as root-locus approach or frequency domain scheme.

This thesis is organized in eight chapters. In Chapter 2, the principle of indirect field-oriented control is described. An overview of the state-of-the-art of microprocessor-based implementations of field-oriented control of AC induction motor and the development of rotor parameter adaptation control for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor is presented.

In Chapter 3, in order to investigate the characteristics of indirect field-oriented control, an analytical model of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motors has been set up and a series of simulations have been carried out. On the basis of field-oriented control, the conditions for obtaining a truly linear control model of the AC induction motor are studied. Finally, a new proposal for achieving excellent properties from field-oriented control is made and the corresponding simulation has been carried out for verifying this proposal.

In Chapter 4, a new parameter adaptation scheme for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motors is developed and simulation results are presented. Finally, results are discussed.

In Chapter 5, a brief introduction to the principles of parallel processing and the transputer is presented.

In Chapter 6, a parallel processing controller using five Transputers for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor is implemented and corresponding
simulations are carried out. Execution times and some fault tolerance tests are examined.

Chapter 7 presents conclusions.

The last Chapter proposes suggestions for future study.
Chapter 2

Review of Indirect Field-Oriented Control of Induction Motor

2.1 Principles of Indirect Field-Oriented Control [35]

In recent years, the problem of obtaining fast torque response from A.C. machines has received considerable attention. However, unlike the D.C. machines, the voltage, current, torque and speed of an A.C. motor are all interdependent, which results in a highly non-linear dynamic structure. The possibility of obtaining high performance from the A.C. motor is very desirable. A control strategy for achieving this is termed vector or field-oriented control. This was originally derived from Blackshe; extended and generalized earlier work done by Hasse; similar ideas were expressed by several other researchers: Abbondanti, Nabae et al., Plunkett, Bose and Leonhard [11].

In principle, the strategy involves the transformation of the machine dynamics into those of a pseudo-DC machine equivalent in which a torque and field component of machine current are obtained. These current components are independent, if they are measured in the so-called field co-ordinates. In this way, the AC motor may
be controlled in the same manner as the DC motor, thus leading to an improved transient response. Figure 2.1 explains the indirect field-oriented control with the help of a phasor diagram. The $\alpha-\beta$ axes are fixed on the stator while the $d-q$ axes rotate at synchronous angular velocity $w_s$ as shown. At any instant, the $q$ electrical axis is at angular position $\theta_s$ with respect to the $\beta$ axis. The angle $\theta_s$ is given by the sum of rotor angular position $\theta_r$ and slip angular position $\theta_{sl}$, where $\theta_s = w_s t$, $\theta_r = w_r t$, and $\theta_{sl} = w_{sl} t$. The rotor flux $\psi_r$, consisting of the air gap flux and the rotor leakage flux, is aligned to the $d$ axis as shown. Therefore, for decoupling control, the stator flux component of current $i_d$ and the torque component of current $i_q$ are to be aligned to the $d$ and $q$ axes, respectively.

We can write the following equations from rotating frame $d-q$ equivalent circuits as shown in Fig. 2.2:

\[
\frac{d\psi_{qr}}{dt} + R_r i_{qr} + (w_s - w_r)\psi_{dr} = 0 \quad (2.1)
\]

\[
\frac{d\psi_{dr}}{dt} + R_r i_{dr} - (w_s - w_r)\psi_{qr} = 0. \quad (2.2)
\]

Again,

\[
\psi_{qr} = L_r i_{qr} + M i_q \quad (2.3)
\]

\[
\psi_{dr} = L_r i_d + M i_d. \quad (2.4)
\]

From equation (2.3) and (2.4),

\[
i_{qr} = \frac{1}{L_r} \psi_{qr} - \frac{M}{L_r} i_q \quad (2.5)
\]

\[
i_{dr} = \frac{1}{L_r} \psi_{dr} - \frac{M}{L_r} i_d. \quad (2.6)
\]
Figure 2.1: Phasor diagram for indirect field-oriented control [35]
Figure 2.2: D-Q reference frame equivalent circuits. a) Q axis equivalent circuit, b) D axis equivalent circuit [35]
The rotor current from equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be eliminated by substituting equations (2.5) and (2.6) as

\[
\frac{d\psi_{qr}}{dt} - \frac{M}{L_r} R_r i_q + \frac{R_r}{L_r} \psi_{qr} + w_s \psi_{dr} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{d\psi_{dr}}{dt} - \frac{M}{L_r} R_r i_d + \frac{R_r}{L_r} \psi_{dr} - w_s \psi_{qr} = 0,
\]

where \(w_s = w_s - w_r\).

For decoupling control, it is desirable that

\[
\psi_{qr} = \frac{d\psi_{qr}}{dt} = 0
\]

\[
\psi_{dr} = \psi_r = \text{constant}
\]

\[
\frac{d\psi_{dr}}{dt} = 0.
\]

Substituting the first one condition, equations (2.7) and (2.8) can be simplified as

\[
w_s = \frac{M}{\psi_r} (R_r) i_q
\]

\[
\frac{L_r}{R_r} \frac{d\psi_r}{dt} + \psi_r = M i_d.
\]

Again, the torque as a function of rotor flux and stator current can derived as follows: The stator flux linkage relations can be written from Fig. 2.2 as:

\[
\psi_q = M i_q + L_s i_q
\]

\[
\psi_d = M i_d + L_s i_d.
\]

Substituting equations (2.5) and (2.6) in equations (2.11) and (2.12), the following equations are obtained:

\[
\psi_q = (L_s - \frac{M^2}{L_r}) i_q + \frac{M}{L_r} \psi_{qr}
\]
The torque equation as a function of stator current and fluxes is

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{P}{2} \right) \left( i_q \psi_d - i_d \psi_q \right). \]  

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) can be substituted in equation (2.15) to eliminate the stator fluxes, therefore

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{P}{2} \right) i_q \frac{M}{L_r} \psi_d. \]  

Substituting \( \psi_q = 0 \) and \( \psi_d = \psi_r \), the torque expression is:

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{P}{2} \right) \frac{M}{L_r} i_q \psi_r \]  

or, using equation (2.10),

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{P}{2} \right) \frac{M^2}{L_r} i_q i_d. \]

The equations above, together with the mechanical equation (2.19) describe the machine model in decoupling control as shown in Fig. 2.3.

\[ \left( \frac{2}{P} \right) J \frac{d\omega_r}{dt} = T_e - T_L \]

The developed torque \( T_e \) responds instantaneously with current \( i_q \), but has delayed response due to \( i_d \) in equation (2.10). The analogy of the model with a separately excited DC machine is obvious.

For implementation of indirect field-oriented control, it is necessary to take equations (2.9) and (2.18) into consideration. As an example, Fig. 2.4 shows a position servo system using the indirect method of field-oriented control. The flux
component of current \( i_q \) for the desired rotor flux \( \vec{\psi}_r \) is determined from equation (2.10) and is maintained constant here. The torque component of current \( i_d^* \) is derived from the speed control loop as usual. The set value of slip \( w^* \) is related to current \( i_d^* \) by equation (2.9). The slip-angle vectors \( \sin \theta^*_d \) and \( \cos \theta^*_d \), which determine the desired electrical axis with respect to the rotor-mechanical axis, are generated in a feed-forward manner from the \( w^* \) signal through a VCO, a counter, and a ROM-based \( \sin/\cos \) generator. The rotor-position vectors \( \cos \theta_r \) and \( \sin \theta_r \) are obtained from angle encoder and are added with the slip vectors to obtain the \( \cos \theta^*_s \) and \( \sin \theta^*_s \) signals as follows:

\[
\cos \theta^*_s = \cos(\theta_r + \theta^*_d) = \cos \theta_r \cos \theta^*_d - \sin \theta_r \sin \theta^*_d \quad (2.20)
\]

\[
\sin \theta^*_s = \sin(\theta_r + \theta^*_d) = \sin \theta_r \cos \theta^*_d + \cos \theta_r \sin \theta^*_d \quad (2.21)
\]

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of machine model with decoupling control [35]
Figure 2.4: Position servo system with indirect field-oriented control [35]
2.2 Field-Oriented Control Using Microprocessors

Control of the AC machine is considerably more complex than control of the DC machine. The complexity increases for higher performance requirements. The reason is that AC machine dynamics are more complex, intricate signal processing is required, and the variable frequency supply requires more complex control than does the DC converter.

Recent achievements in LSI and VLSI technology led to practical utilization of the microprocessor. The microprocessor makes it possible to realize very complicated control strategy that is difficult or even impossible to realize with conventional analog circuitry. When the microprocessor is used in variable speed motor drives, it gives high accuracy surmounting the nonlinearities involved in motor characteristics, power conversion equipment and sensing devices, and providing against the drifts of temperature and source voltage.

The control system shown in Fig. 2.5 has been implemented on an Intel 8086 microcomputer to which a signal processor NEC 7720 was attached as a high speed arithmetic unit. This makes it possible to compute the flux model, the transformation and the inner control loops with 125 μs sampling time which is adequate even for high speed control [11].

It is obvious, of course, that with faster dynamics of the system implementation of optimal control and adaptive control of multi-variable systems will become more and more complex. In this respect, the uniprocessor based motor control is limited in offering higher computing speed. In recent years, multiprocessor based motor control systems have received considerable attention. Increased computa-
Figure 2.5: 8086-Microcomputer control of AC motor [11]
tional speed is, of course, the primary benefit of parallel processing. This allows faster systems to be controlled and gives the control choice of added complexity in the control algorithm. Easy expansion, within a uniform hardware and software environment, is another feature of concurrent control system because it is possible to add more processors as required. Parallel processing also offers a closer relationship between the inherent parallelism expressed at the design stage and the hardware implementation.

One of the typical applications using multiprocessor applications for field-oriented control was developed in 1985 by Fumio Harashima et al [12]. In their proposal, a three microprocessor based AC motor controller was used as shown in Fig. 2.6. With the parallel controller, two single-chip microcomputers Intel-8031 (12 MHz) are assigned for $3\phi/2\phi$ to $2\phi/3\phi$ signal conversions, respectively. These signal conversions are initiated by the interrupt signal every 1 ms. One 16-bit microprocessor Intel-8086 (5 MHz) executes both the vector control and speed control programs. The execution time for one cycle of the control program is about 2.2 ms. This multiprocessor configuration reduces the workload of the main processor Intel-8086 and permits the realization of more sophisticated control such as adaptive control, optimal control, and so on. Another advantage from this configuration is that it is very flexible to be used in various control types, such as V-type control and I-type control.

In the same year, Kenji Kubo et al [13] proposed a fully digitized AC motor controller by using multiprocessor system. The configuration of the proposed controller is shown in Fig. 2.7. The motor drive system is composed of a power supply, PWM inverter, induction motor, and speed controller.
Figure 2.6: Hardware configuration of experimental system [12]

Figure 2.7: Configuration of speed regulator for AC motor [13]
Based on a speed reference and detected signals of motor current and speed, PWM gate pulses are generated according to the control processing. The PWM inverter operates following these gate pulses to regulate motor speed. Four microprocessors are used in the speed controller as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 2.7. Two microprocessors are assigned to control processing, and other two are used for gate pulse generation and detection processing, respectively.

The execution times of SMC 1, SMC 2, SMC 3 and SMC 4 were 750, 700, 380 and 600μs, respectively [13].

With the development of VLSI, the 32-bit transputer systems have been used as promising parallel processing systems for real-time digital control applications, such as DC motor or AC motor control.

The first attempt in using Transputer for AC motor control was made by D.I. Jones and P.J. Fleming [14]. Another Transputer-based high performance AC motor control system, was developed by G.M. Asher et al [15]. In their proposal, a parallel processing controller has been exploited so that very complex control algorithms could be implemented in real-time to improve the AC motor control performance. Three vector control types are presented and implemented by a uniform Transputer-based parallel processing system. The three vector control types are V-type, current-controlled V-type and I-type. Implementations using parallel processing system are illustrated in Fig. 2.8(a) and 2.8(b). The Transputer $T_2$ handles speed and line current acquisition, speed control, slip and inverter frequency calculation, open-loop stator dynamic compensation and current acquisition for monitoring. Speed is sampled every 5ms while current is sampled at 250 μs. Consequently, we can conclude that the functions of a generalized drive controller
Figure 2.8: Transputer-based implementations of induction motor control. (a) V-type, (b) I-type [15]
exhibit a natural parallelism. In particular, a three-way parallelism exits between control, supervisor/communication and background computing functions.

2.3 Parameter Identification and Adaptive Control

The indirect field-oriented control basically involves a feed-forward control scheme in which the motor slip frequency is calculated from the estimated (commanded) stator current and an estimate of the rotor time constant. The desired slip frequency is added to the measured rotor speed to form the frequency command which is fed to the inverter. When properly adjusted, the indirect field-oriented control method provides torque response which can exceed the equivalent DC motor [1]. However, the speed of response is limited by the accuracy with which the rotor time constant varies with both air gap flux and temperature so that it is difficult to keep the controller in tune. Means for estimating and adjusting the rotor time constant in the slip frequency calculator is currently an area of intense activity.

L. J. Garces [17] and M. Koyama et al. [25] proposed the correcting function for progressively estimating the rotor time constant in transient state. The drawback of this method is that a long correcting time is needed for obtaining the actual rotor time constant.

K. Ohnishi et al. [26] and Y. Ueda et al. [27] developed the model reference adaptive control system. These two schemes involve much more computations for estimating the adaptive gain. The estimated results are affected by load disturbances.

L. C. Zai and T. A. Lipo [19] proposed a method which used an extended Kalman Filter approach to estimate the rotor time constant. The drawback of this scheme
is that the actual computation for estimating the rotor time constant took about 30 seconds of CPU time on a high processing speed MC68000-based microprocessor.

T. Matsuo and T. A. Lipo [18] developed another method in which a prescribed negative sequence current perturbation signal was injected into the AC motor and then the corresponding negative sequence voltage was detected for obtaining the rotor parameters. This scheme requires additional hardware and may induce a strong second harmonic torque pulsation due to the interaction of the position and negative rotating components of mmf. [7].

The recently reported results have still been concentrated on parameter identification or model reference adaptive control. As an example, C. C. Chan [7] proposed an effective method for rotor resistance identification. This method is based on the proper selection of coordinate axes: the $d$ axis of the rotating frame is set to be coincident with the stator current vector. A direct estimate of rotor resistance can be derived from the reference frame. The advantage of this approach lies in its simplicity and accuracy for rotor resistance identification. However, correct results from this identification method can only be obtained when motor is working in steady state and a load should be applied.

M. B. Zhou and W. Qu [24] developed a scheme where the rotor time constant is derived from the vector diagram of T-I type equivalence. This scheme is more or less similar to that of C. C. Chan which can be applied only when motor is working in steady state.

R. D. Lorenz and D. B. Lawson [8] proposed a simplified approach of model reference adaptive control system to continuous on-line tuning for field-oriented control. Due to its simplicity, the primary advantage of the proposed technique is
the ease of implementation of the adaptive control methodology given the . This method could be affected by applied load [9] and takes long time for control convergence.

Based on the above review of microprocessor-based controller implementation and parameter adaptation control for field-oriented control, it can be concluded that complex field-oriented control of AC induction motor can be realized with the help of microprocessors. In addition, various parameter adaptation control schemes have been developed and applied to solve the problem of parameter sensitivity in indirect field-oriented control.

However, microprocessor-based controllers reported to date in the field-oriented control of AC induction motor have not been developed adequately to meet higher performance requirements. Meanwhile, the developed parameter adaptation control schemes can only be applied when motor works in steady state.

With an intent to solve these problems, some solutions are proposed in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3

Modeling and Simulation of Indirect Field-Oriented Control System

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, recent developments in the theory of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor and its applications have been reviewed. In this chapter, modeling and simulation of indirect field-oriented control of induction motor with squirrel-cage structure are studied. The model of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor is used for the study of parameter adaptation control and parallel processing controller which are intended to satisfy the requirements of high-performance control of AC motor.

The dynamics of the AC machine drive control system is extremely complex and the subject is receiving wide attention in recent years. The complexity arises because of the nonlinearity of AC motor dynamics. For this reason, when a control strategy is developed, it is the usual practice to simulate the drive system on the digital computer and study the performance in detail before proceeding to build an
experiment. The electrical dynamics of an induction motor can be represented by a fourth-order nonlinear differential equation which may be either in a stationary reference frame (Stanley equation), or in a synchronously rotating reference frame [2]. The advantage of the latter model is that the steady state sinusoidally varying parameters appear as DC quantities. The established model with a means of feedback control can be simulated on computer and control parameters, such as PI or PID, can be fine tuned until the desired performance is obtained.

Models of AC induction motor and field-oriented control of AC induction motor have been developed and studied by researchers [7], [29], [31], [20], and [30]. A common method of modeling is that the indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor can be linearized about a steady state operating point using small signal perturbation principle.

In this chapter, the design and simulation for indirect field-oriented control system are studied. A linear control system is achieved by applying feed-forward control scheme so that design of PI or PID controllers does not depend on system operating point. In addition, a new control scheme has been developed to improve control performance.

3.2 System Analysis and Modelling

The AC drive with field-oriented control is a well-known alternative to the DC drive. To implement the field-oriented control, the sufficient conditions for the quick torque control of an induction motor are summarized as follows [12]:

be secondary flux is controlled to be constant, which is equivalent to keeping nstant.
2. The AC power supply frequency $w_s$ is determined by:

$$w_s = w_r + \left( \frac{R_r}{L_r} \right) \frac{i_q}{i_d}. \quad (3.1)$$

3. The primary currents $i_q$ and $i_d$ must be adjusted instantaneously and precisely according to the reference values $i_q^*$ and $i_d^*$. Consequently, the arbitrary quick torque control without unnecessary transients is realized by adjusting the torque current $i_q$ while keeping the secondary flux constant (or $i_d$ constant). However, the following problems preventing the satisfaction of the foregoing conditions should be taken into consideration:

1. The secondary flux level may be changed by the parameter variation in the induction motor such as the change of rotor resistance due to the temperature rising in the windings.

2. The slip frequency $w_{sl}$ determined by equation (3.1) may have some error when the time constant value of the secondary circuit used in the controller is mismatched with the actual value. This error causes the coordination of the secondary flux to depart from the d-axis.

3. The instantaneous and precise adjustment of the primary current necessitates some control means, such as the current feedback control loops.

To achieve instantaneous and precise adjustment of the primary current, design for the inner current control loops plays an important role.

As usual, for the consideration of system stability, the inner loop (current control loop) design should be carried out first. After the inner control loops have been
designed satisfactorily, the design of outer control loop (speed control loop) can be carried out.

3.2.1 Analysis and Modelling of Flux Current and Torque Current Control Loops

To analyse the indirect field-oriented control for AC induction motor, some necessary assumptions are given below [38]:

ASSUMPTIONS:

1. Symmetrical armatures
2. Constant airgap
3. Sinusoidal induction repartition
4. Saturation, hysteresis and eddy effects negligible
5. Indirect field-oriented controlled (this means that the direction of the rotor flux is aligned to the synchronous rotating axis $d$).

Based on the above assumptions, the dynamic equations of a squirrel-cage induction motor in the $d-q$ reference frame are given [7]:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    u_d \\
    u_q \\
    0 \\
    0
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    R_s + pL_s & -w_sL_s & pM & -w_sM \\
    w_s & R_s + pL_s & w_sM & pM \\
    pM & 0 & R_r + pL_r & 0 \\
    w_sL_m & 0 & w_sL_r & R_r
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_d \\
    i_q \\
    i_{dr} \\
    i_{qr}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.2)

According to the $d-q$ equivalent circuits, shown in Fig. 2.2, the following equations are derived:

\[
\psi_{qr} = L_r i_{qr} + M i_q
\]

(3.3)
\[ \psi_{dr} = L_r i_{dr} + M i_d. \]  

(3.4)

By solving equations (3.1)-(3.4), the following equations are obtained:

\[ u_d = R_s i_d + \frac{M^2}{L_r} \left( \frac{p}{1 + T_r p} \right) i_d - w_s \rho L_s i_q \]  

(3.5)

\[ u_q = R_s i_q + \rho L_s p i_q + w_s \left( \frac{M^2}{L_r} \frac{i_d}{1 + T_r p} \right) + \rho L_s w_s i_d \]  

(3.6)

or

\[ u_d = R_s (1 + T_s p) i_d - w_s \rho L_s i_q \]  

(3.7)

\[ u_q = R_s (1 + \rho T_s p) i_q + L_s (1 + \rho T_s p) w_s i_d. \]  

(3.8)

In order to control the flux current \( i_d \) and torque current \( i_q \), feedback control is used favorably. The purpose of feedback control is to improve the dynamic performance of controlled currents such that the torque current \( i_q \) follows the reference values as quickly as possible, while the flux current \( i_d \) keeps constant. From the equations (3.7) - (3.8), it is clear that even though the field-oriented control scheme linearizes and decouples the relations between rotor flux and electromagnetic torque, the coupled relations between d-axis current and q-axis current or d – q currents and rotor speed \( w_r \) still exist, which presents a non-linear and multi-variable structure to the current control.

In order to approach the design of current controllers by using classical method such as root-locus or frequency domain analysis, it is proposed here to use interactive cancellation techniques for decoupling the interactions between \( i_q \) and \( i_d \) or \( i_q \) and \( i_d \) and \( w_r \).

It is noted that if the interactive variables \( w_s i_q \) and \( w_s i_d \) as shown in equations (3.7)-(3.8) are considered as external disturbances to the control of \( i_d \) and \( i_q \), the flux
current and torque current control can be configured as a linear control structure and, therefore, the transfer function can be used to analyze the closed-loop control, as shown in Fig. 3.1, where:

\[
G_d(s) = \frac{1 + T_r s}{\rho T_s T_r R_s s^2 + (T_r R_s + T_s R_s) s + R_s} \quad (3.9)
\]

\[
G_q(s) = \frac{1}{R_s (1 + \rho T_s s)} \quad (3.10)
\]

\[
D_1(s) = \rho L_s \quad (3.11)
\]

\[
D_2(s) = L_s \left( \frac{1 + \rho T_s s}{1 + T_r s} \right) . \quad (3.12)
\]

It is obvious that the disturbances \( w_i q \) and \( w_i d \) are easily computable from the measured quantities \( i_d, i_q \) and \( w_r \); therefore, an effective control approach for cancelling this kind of disturbances is to use the feed-forward control technique.

Feed-forward control means the control of undesirable effects of measurable disturbance by approximately compensating for it before it materializes. This feature is advantageous, because, in a usual feedback control system, the corrective action starts only after the output has been affected. This technique achieves the objective of instantaneous compensation control of external disturbances \( i_d w_s \) and \( i_q w_s \), and minimizes the transient error. When feedback control is combined with the feed-forward control, it is expected that the feedback control compensates for any imperfections in the functioning of the feedback control and provides corrections for unmeasurable disturbance, and meanwhile the feed-forward control minimizes the transient error caused by measurable disturbances such as the \( w_i q \) and \( w_i d \).

The block diagram of this compound control is shown in Fig. 3.2, where:

\[
G_f(s) = \rho L_s = D_1(s) \quad (3.13)
\]
Figure 3.1: Flux current and torque current closed-loop control. (a) Flux current control. (b) Torque current control.
Figure 3.2: Compound Control. a) Flux current with feed forward controller, b) Torque current control with feed forward controller
\[ G_I(s) = L_r \left( \frac{1 + rT_r s}{1 + T_r s} \right) = D_2(s). \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

It can be seen that the disturbances \( w_{i_d} \) on \( i_d \) and \( w_{i_q} \) on \( i_q \) can be cancelled completely by the feed-forward controllers \( G_I(s) \) and \( G_t(s) \), while the PI controllers effect the current loop control.

### 3.2.2 Analysis and Modelling of Speed Control Loop

By taking advantage of the feed-forward control, the disturbances can be cancelled so that a linear control structure of AC motor speed control can be simplified as shown in Fig. 3.3(a),

where:

\[ K = \frac{3}{2} \frac{n_p}{L_r} M^2 i_d. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

To design the speed loop, several methods are available. The root-locus based approach is popular. In general, according to design specifications, dominant complex poles \((-a + bj)\) and \((-a - bj)\) with a far away real pole \((-c)\) can be specified as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The parameters of PI controllers can be easily obtained from the locations of dominant poles which provide a desirable control performance.

### 3.2.3 Modelling of Indirect Field-Oriented Control of Voltage-Fed Squirrel-Cage Induction Motor

For the purpose of analysis of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor, it is essential to run simulations of an overall AC induction motor control system model instead of a simplified control model. As a result, the simulation results do not only give control variables in synchronous reference frame, but also give the control variables in stationary reference frame which provides analysis of alternate
Figure 3.3: Block diagram of speed loop control and pole location. (a) Speed control loop, (b) Pole location
variables such as stator currents, voltages and rotor flux.

In the simulation set up, the voltage-fed PWM inverter is defined as an ideal sinusoidal power supply. The gain of the inverter is assumed as $K_0 = 30$. The current feedback coefficient and the speed feedback coefficient are defined as $K_I$ and $K_s$, respectively.

As usual, the motor model is represented in the two-axis system, $\alpha$-$\beta$ reference frame. An $N$-pole induction motor with a short-circuited rotor circuit is characterized by the following equations:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  u_\alpha \\
  u_\beta \\
  0 \\
  0
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
  R_s + pL_s & 0 & pM & 0 \\
  pM & R_s + pL_s & 0 & pM \\
  w_r M & R_r + pL_r & w_r L_r & w_r L_r \\
  -w_r M & pM & -w_r L_r & R_r + pL_r
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_\alpha \\
  i_\beta \\
  i_{\alpha r} \\
  i_{\beta r}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(3.16)

$$
\frac{J}{n_p} \frac{dw_r}{dt} = T - T_L - D \frac{w_r}{n_p}
$$

(3.17)

$$
T = \frac{3}{2} M n_p (i_{\beta r} i_{\alpha r} - i_\alpha i_{\beta r})
$$

(3.18)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \psi_\alpha = u_\alpha - R_s i_\alpha
$$

(3.19)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \psi_{\alpha r} = -R_r i_{\alpha r} - w_r \psi_{\beta r}
$$

(3.20)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \psi_{\beta r} = -R_r i_{\beta r} + w_r \psi_{\alpha r}
$$

(3.21)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \psi_\beta = u_\beta - R_s i_\beta,
$$

(3.22)

where:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_\alpha \\
  i_{\alpha r} \\
  i_{\beta r} \\
  i_\beta
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\frac{1}{L_s L_r - M^2}
\begin{bmatrix}
  L_r \psi_\alpha - M \psi_{\alpha r} \\
  L_s \psi_{\alpha r} - M \psi_\alpha \\
  L_s \psi_{\beta r} - M \psi_\beta \\
  L_r \psi_\beta - M \psi_{\beta r}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(3.23)
Based on equations (3.16) - (3.23), the time domain simulation model for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor can be constructed as shown in Fig. 3.4. The VAX 8530 digital computer is chosen for studying the dynamics of AC motor control. Under the indirect field-oriented control, the required stator voltages $u_\alpha$ and $u_\beta$ are obtained by the following coordinate transformations:

$$\begin{bmatrix} u_\alpha \\ u_\beta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta_s & -\sin \theta_s \\ \sin \theta_s & \cos \theta_s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u_d \\ u_q \end{bmatrix}. \quad (3.24)$$

Three phase variables in AC motor can be easily transformed from two axes variables by the following transformations:

$$\begin{bmatrix} u_a \\ u_b \\ u_c \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -\frac{1}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \\ -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u_\alpha \\ u_\beta \end{bmatrix}. \quad (3.25)$$

The stator current $i_\alpha$ and $i_\beta$ in the $\alpha - \beta$ reference frame can be transformed to field-oriented unidirection quantities $i_d$ and $i_q$ with the following coordinate transformations:

$$\begin{bmatrix} i_\alpha \\ i_\beta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1/\sqrt{3} & -1/\sqrt{3} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} i_a \\ i_b \\ i_c \end{bmatrix}. \quad (3.26)$$

and

$$\begin{bmatrix} i_d \\ i_q \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta_s & \sin \theta_s \\ -\sin \theta_s & \cos \theta_s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} i_\alpha \\ i_\beta \end{bmatrix}. \quad (3.27)$$

The frequency and phase of the voltage components $u_\alpha$ and $u_\beta$ in the stationary reference frame for establishing the required rotor flux and stator current are controlled by the slip frequency $w_s$, which can be calculated from equation (3.1).

The controllers applied in the indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor include speed and current feedback PI controllers as well as flux and torque current feed-forward controllers. The transfer function that approximates the action
Figure 3.4: Time domain model of indirect field-oriented control system
of a feedback continuous PI controller is given by:

\[ G(s) = \frac{Y(s)}{E(s)} = K_p(1 + \frac{1}{\tau s}), \]  

(3.28)

where \( \tau \) is the time constant, \( K_p \) is the controller gain.

A difference equation of this type of controller is characterized by:

\[ y_n = y_{n-1} + K_p(e_n - e_{n-1}) + T_0 * K_i * e_n, \]  

(3.29)

where \( K_i = \frac{K_p}{\tau} \); \( T_0 \) is the sampling time.

All the feedback quantities are compared with the corresponding reference quantities, and the error quantity \( e \) forms the input to the controller. The feed-forward controller of the flux current is expressed by the following equation:

\[ G_f(s) = \rho L_s. \]  

(3.30)

The feed-forward controller of torque current is expressed by the following equation:

\[ G_t(s) = L_s \frac{1 + \rho T_r s}{1 + T_r s}. \]  

(3.31)

A difference equation of the torque current feed-forward controller is characterized by:

\[ y_n = (T_r * y_{n-1} + T_0 * L_r * \rho * T_r (e_n - e_{n-1}))/ (T_0 + T_r). \]  

(3.32)

For different load simulations, the load-setting unit is used to change the applied load to the motor.

### 3.3 Simulation Results of Indirect Field-Oriented Control of AC Induction Motor

A C program for the simulation of time domain model was designed for simulation purposes (see appendix A-1). The parameters of the AC motor given in [7] are
### Table 3.1: Parameters of controller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of controller</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed controller</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux current controller</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque current controller</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Parameters of controller

listed in appendix A-2. Using the MatLab to simulate the linearized and simplified AC motor control system as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), the proportional gain and the integral time constant of PI controllers can be determined. The parameters of current controllers and speed controller are listed in Table 3.1. For studying the dynamic properties of indirect field-oriented control of AC motor, a series of simulations have been carried out. By viewing the simulation results, it can be seen that, when the compound control of feedback and feed forward controllers were applied, the flux current was controlled better than that of only feedback control. In these simulations, the dynamic response of the control system for the following disturbances were studied:

1. Step change in the reference speed
2. Step change in the load
3. Speed reversal.

Step Change in the Reference Speed

The step response of a control system is usually applied to evaluate the control system performance in its response time, overshoot, transient or steady errors and stability.

Nine motor variables were chosen in this simulation for studying the dynamic performance. They are the $d - q$ coordinate components, such as the torque current and flux current, $\alpha - \beta$ coordinate components, such as stator currents and voltages, and motor state variables, such as electromagnetic torque, rotor flux and speed. The behaviour of the field coordinates and the control variables are plotted in Figs. 3.5 - 3.9.

Fig. 3.5(a) shows the rotor speed response with starting speed of 1040 rpm. At $t = 2s$, the speed reference was changed to the speed of 512 rpm. It can be seen that the rotor speed is accelerated or decelerated smoothly by controlling the motor torque which is proportional to torque current. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the motor torque response. At the beginning, it is obvious that the torque was not linearly proportional to the torque current, because the flux current was not constant due to dynamic transience as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). At $t = 0.6s$, a 2Nm load was applied, the corresponding torque and torque current, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b) and 3.6(a), show the linear response to the input load because the constant flux has been set up at this time. This proves that under the field-oriented control if the flux is constant, the machine torque is linearly proportional to the torque current.

In this simulation, as the feed-forward controller was not applied, the flux current
was disturbed by changes in speed or load, as indicated in Fig. 3.6(b).

Figs. 3.7 - 3.9 show the corresponding responses of stator currents, stator voltages and rotor flux when input speed and load were changed. In order to satisfy the conditions of field-oriented control, the corresponding stator current or voltages changed their magnitude and phase, and the rotor flux kept constant.

**Step Change in the Load**

The ability to withstand disturbances in a control system is another important feature. A step change in the load is considered as a typical external disturbance. A high performance control system should have a fast dynamic response in adjusting its control variables so that the system outputs affected by the disturbances will recover to their original status as soon as possible. The dropped aptitude of system output such as rotor speed and its recovering time are the important performance specifications.

Figs. 3.10 - 3.14 show the control system response when a step load was applied. In this simulation, the feed-forward controller was applied. In Fig. 3.10(b), a 2Nm step load was applied to the motor at \( t = 0.6s \). The corresponding motor torque has emerged to balance the load for keeping speed constant as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). When the load was changed from 2 \( Nm \) to the rated value of 8\( Nm \) at \( t = 2s \), the motor torque quickly followed the load applied to attain a new equilibrium point. The rotor speed, as shown in Fig. 3.10(a), dropped a little at \( t = 0.6s \) and \( t = 2s \), and then raised quickly to its original value. In this time, due to the feed-forward control, the flux current remained constant without being disturbed by changes in load.
Figs. 3.12 - 3.14 show the corresponding responses of stator currents, stator voltages and rotor flux when input load were changed.

**Speed Reversal**

With the field-oriented control, AC motor can be operated in four quadrants like the DC motor.

Figs. 3.15 - 3.19 show the system response for speed reversal. According to input command, the rotor speed reversed at $t = 2s$ from positive rated speed to negative rated speed as shown in Fig. 3.15(a). The stator currents and voltages, as shown in Figs. 3.17 - 3.19, changed their phase, frequency and amplitude when speed reversed. A negative current, as shown in Fig. 3.16(a), occurred to produce negative torque, as shown in Fig. 3.15(b), for speed reversal. The flux current and rotor flux are kept constant with speed reversal. In this simulation, the feed forward control was also applied, therefore, the flux current remained constant without being disturbed by speed reversal.

Figs. 3.5 - 3.19 demonstrate the field-oriented control mechanism of the linearized control of decoupled flux and torque currents in an AC induction motor. The control performance of AC induction motor is found to be like that of DC motor. The motor speed was been controlled to regain the original speed after a small dip for a short duration when load was applied. It also shows that an AC drive of this kind permits operation in four quadrants and allows the motor to be loaded continuously with rated torque at standstill. Because of the slow response of the rotor flux, there is a small dip in magnitude during speed reversal which is regained subsequently.
For the purpose of comparison between feedback control and compound control, Fig. 3.20 - 3.24 present the corresponding simulation results.

Fig. 3.20(a) shows the rotor speed response at a starting speed of 512 rpm. At \( t = 2s \), the speed reference was changed to rated speed of 1710 rpm. Fig. 3.20(b) shows the motor torque response when a 2Nm load was applied at \( t = 0.6s \). The corresponding torque and torque current, as illustrated in Fig. 3.20(b) and 3.21(a), show the linear response to the input load. In this simulation, as the feed-forward controller was applied, the flux current remained constant without being disturbed by changes in speed or load, as indicated in Fig. 3.21(b).

Figs. 3.22 - 3.24 show the corresponding changes of stator currents, stator voltages and rotor flux when input speed and load were in changes.

It can be seen that with feed-forward controller, the flux current is controlled more constant, as shown in Fig. 3.21(b), than that without feed-forward controller, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b).

### 3.4 Extended Indirect Field-Oriented Control of AC Induction Motor

The concept of series-shunt excited control is well-known in DC motor control techniques. The series-shunt excited control takes advantages of coupled torque and flux current control to enhance the ability of withstanding disturbances and to increase the maximum torque. Implementation of the series-shunt excited control in DC motor is made by connecting flux winding and torque current circuit to let flux current contain some of torque current. The DC motor control theory has proved that a series-shunt excited control system can provide higher torque response than
separately excited control. This performance shows a strong robustness and fast control response.

In AC motor control, the naturally coupled torque and flux current could be easily realized as a series-shunt excited control model, if a proper value of slip is found. However, the coupled torque and flux current characteristics makes the analysis of control performance very complex because of its non-linear and multi-variable structure.

To exploit the possibility of series-shunt excited control in AC motor, first let the AC motor be controlled in field-oriented coordinates, which presents a separately excited type and then the slip is reduced to a smaller value than that for completely decoupling torque and flux. In this case, we can expect to obtain a series-shunt excited control in AC motor like in DC motor.

The proposed series-shunt excited control in AC motor has been simulated in a digital computer to verify the validity and feasibility of this method. The simulation programs and motor parameters [13] are listed in Appendix B-1 and Appendix B-2, respectively. The parameters of PI controller and slip frequency are listed in Table 3.2. Simulation results are illustrated in Figs. 3.25 - 3.27, which indicate an excellent robustness and fast response with almost no overshoot. The features of this control performance can be summarized as follows:

1. There is almost no overshoot during motor transient speed response (see Fig. 3.25(a)).

2. The transient speed response time is equal to that of separately excited control of AC motor (compared Fig. 3.25(a) with Fig. 3.10(a)).
### Table 3.2: Parameters of Controller and Slip Frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Small</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed controller</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux current controller</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque current controller</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip Frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. There is almost no drop or increase in speed (Fig. 3.25(a)) when rated load was applied or removed (20Nm, see Fig. 3.25(b)).

4. Rotor flux current is not constant when control system is working in transient status (Fig. 3.26(b), which is similar to the series-shunt excited DC motor control).

5. The stator current is still sinusoidal which can be provided by power electronic devices (Fig. 3.27(a)).

For comparison, Fig. 3.28 shows the linear control response by regular field-oriented control method. The motor is started at a speed of 680 rpm and changed to the rated speed of 1710 rpm at $t = 2s$. It can be seen that, with 20 Nm rated load applied at $t = 0.7s$ and removed at $t = 3s$, the rotor speed dropped much lower or higher than that of series-shunt excited control scheme.
3.5 Discussions

3.5.1 Conditions for a Truly Linear Control System of AC Induction Motor Drives

Generally, an AC induction motor can be controlled linearly by applying the indirect field-oriented control scheme. However, it is a fact that the indirect field-oriented control is only a necessary condition in realizing a linear AC induction motor control system. In other words, the indirect field-oriented control only provides the solution that if the flux current is constant and the rotor flux orientation is aligned to the $d$-axis in synchronous reference frame, a linear control of AC motor torque can be realized by controlling the torque current.

But the field-oriented control scheme does not ensure that the flux and torque current can be controlled linearly and separately.

In fact, under indirect field-oriented control, the torque current is produced not only by the voltage in the $q$-axis but also by the voltage in the $d$-axis and by the rotor speed. The flux current is also produced by both voltages in the $d$ and the $q$ axes as well as by rotor speed.

The coupled relations between flux current and torque current are expressed in equations (3.5) - (3.6). According to the study in this chapter, a linear control model for an AC induction motor under the indirect field-oriented control can be obtained if the feed-forward controller is applied, which results in decoupling the torque current from flux current as shown in Fig. 3.2. Therefore, it can be said that the necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining a linear control system of AC induction motor is to employ both field-oriented control and feed-forward control.
3.5.2 Extension of Field-Oriented Control

Realization of high-performance control of AC induction motor using field-oriented control is required to satisfy both flux current constant and the alignment between d-axis and rotor flux orientation.

However, high-performance control of AC induction motor could be achieved by an extended field-oriented control that a departure of rotor flux orientation from the d-axis is allowable. In addition, constant rotor flux is not necessary in transient state.

In this, such an extended proposal of field-oriented control has been verified by a series of simulation results which show excellent characteristics of AC motor control. Obviously, the proposed control scheme behaves non-linearly because of its nonconstant rotor flux and the coupling of torque and flux. The principle of such a scheme is similar to that of a series-shunt excited DC motor control. However, the simulation results have shown that the control performance obtained is superior to that of DC motor control. These results probably hint that an AC motor control under the extended field-oriented control could be the most favourable choice over others due to its several excellent characteristics as described in this chapter.

To prove this conjecture, experimental work and further theoretical work should be carried out.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, based on the model of indirect field-oriented control of voltage-fed squirrel-cage induction motor, a series of simulations have been carried out to verify the control performance which is usually exhibited by DC motor control.
Feed-forward control scheme for decoupling the interactions between flux current control loop and torque current control loop can linearize and simplify the design of AC motor control system and, therefore, improve the control dynamic performance.

Finally, the series-shunt excited control technique is proposed to be applicable to AC motor control. Through simulations, excellent robust control performance was obtained by using this technique.

It is noted that only part of simulation results have been presented in this chapter to limit the number of figures. Actually, we have tried two different types of motors for each simulation. Simulation results have shown a good agreement in control behaviour on these two different motors.
Figure 3.5: System response for step change in the reference speed. a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque
Figure 3.6: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Torque current, b) Flux current
Figure 3.7: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Stator current in alpha axis, b) Stator current in beta axis
Figure 3.8: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Stator voltage in alpha axis, b) Stator voltage in beta axis
Figure 3.9: Rotor flux response for step change in the reference speed
Figure 3.10: System response for step change in the load, a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque
Figure 3.11: System response for step change in the load, a) Torque current, b) Flux current
Figure 3.12: System response for step change in the load, a) Stator current in alpha axis, b) Stator current in beta axis
Figure 3.13: System response for step change in the load, a) Stator voltage in alpha axis, b) Stator voltage in beta axis
Figure 3.14: Rotor flux response for step change in the load
Figure 3.15: System response for speed reversal. a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque
Figure 3.16: System response for speed reversal. a) Torque current, b) Flux current
Figure 3.17: System response for speed reversal. a) Stator current in alpha axis, b) Stator current in beta axis
Figure 3.18: System response for speed reversal. a) Stator voltage in alpha axis, b) Stator voltage in beta axis
Figure 3.19: Rotor flux response for speed reversal
Figure 3.20: System response for step change in the reference speed. a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque
Figure 3.21: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Torque current, b) Flux current
Figure 3.22: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Stator current in alpha axis, b) Stator current in beta axis
Figure 3.23: System response for step change in the reference speed, a) Stator voltage in alpha axis, b) Stator voltage in beta axis
Figure 3.24: Rotor flux response for step change in the reference speed
Figure 3.25: System response with extended field-oriented control, a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque.
Figure 3.26: System response with extended field-oriented control, a) Torque current, b) Flux current
Figure 3.27: System response with extended field-oriented control, a) Stator current in alpha axis, b) Rotor flux
Figure 3.28: System response with field-oriented control
Chapter 4

Rotor Flux Orientation Control

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, a simulation model of indirect field-oriented control of induction motor with squirrel-cage structure was set up. This model has been used to study the control performance of AC motor. It is known that if the rotor parameters keep constant, a linear, decoupled, simplified model of induction motor control system can be derived under the indirect field-oriented control. To implement the indirect field-oriented control, the effects of parameter variations should be considered as discussed in Chapter 2. Efforts to solve this problem are continued by many researchers [1] [6] [2].

In general, the proposals developed so far for adapting parameter variations in the indirect field-oriented control may be divided into two groups. One focuses on the identification of rotor parameters which could be obtained from either indirectly measuring rotor resistance [7] [24] or parameter identification scheme [18] [19]; another is based on the model reference adaptive control scheme which adjusts the control system gain when errors occur between the actual model and the reference model [8] [26] [27].
The purpose of these two approaches is to change the parameters used in slip frequency calculator or to tune the control system gain when rotor parameters change with rising temperature so that the rotor flux can be oriented to the d-axis, which is the essential condition in indirect field-oriented control. The estimated values of rotor parameters obtained from parameter identification are directly used to correct the slip frequency calculation. However, any error resulting from the identification method may lead to a wrong correction. Although the second group makes the control results checkable by feedback control, usually it needs a long time for control convergency, and also the resulting control is affected by load disturbances [6] [9].

So far, most of the schemes developed to cancel the effects of parameter variations on indirect field-oriented control work well in motor steady operation state but not in motor transient operation state, which limits the dynamic control performance.

In this chapter, a new scheme has been proposed to expectedly work for indirect field-oriented control not only in motor steady operation state but also in motor transient operation state.

To describe this new proposal, the principle of the scheme, realization and simulation will be discussed in the subsequent sections.
4.2 The Principle of Rotor Flux Orientation Control

4.2.1 Control Strategy

It is well-known that in the indirect field-oriented control the rotor flux orientation will depart from the $d$ axis if the rotor resistance or inductance changes with increase in rotor temperature or rotor flux saturation. The quantitative description of rotor flux departure from $d$ axis has been studied by Min-Ho, et al [28] and the phasor diagram is presented here (Fig. 4.1) for explanation purposes. Fig. 4.1(a) shows the case where the flux is aligned to $d$-axis. Fig. 4.1(b) presents the case where the flux departed from $d$-axis. Defining the angle between flux and $d$-axis as $\delta$, the following torque and flux current equations can be derived from the vector variable relations as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).

\[ i_F = i_d (\cos \delta + \frac{i_q}{i_d} \sin \delta) \]  (4.1)

\[ i_T = i_q (\cos \delta + \frac{i_d}{i_q} \sin \delta) \]  (4.2)

\[ \psi = M i_F \]  (4.3)

where $i_F$ and $i_T$ are the flux and torque current components in $d-q$ coordinate system; $i_{dq}$ and $i_{q}$ are the motor stator currents in two phase $d, q$ axis. Due to the departure of flux from $d$-axis, the developed torque is characterized as:

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} n_p \frac{M^2}{L_r} i_d i_q (1 - \sin \delta \cos \delta (\frac{i_q}{i_d} - \frac{i_d}{i_q})). \]  (4.4)

In Fig. 4.1(a), as the rotor flux orientation and $d$-axis coincide, the developed torque is characterized as the same as shown in equation (2.18). In this case, it is clear that
Figure 4.1: Flux and torque current vectors in d-q axes. a) Flux orientation aligned to d-axis, b) Flux orientation departed from d-axis [28].
the departure angle $\delta$ is equal to zero. However, if the rotor flux orientation and $d$-axis do not coincide, the departure angle is nonzero. The corresponding torque is a complex non-linear function of $i_q$, $i_d$ and $\delta$.

For controlling the departure angle to zero, a proper feedback control is proposed here. The principle is that when a departure angle occurs due to changes in rotor resistance or flux saturation, this angle is compared with the reference angle (ideally, it is zero). If there is any difference from the comparison, an error signal is fed back to a controller, named flux orientation controller, which sends proper control signals to adjust the rotor time constant $T_r$ used in slip frequency calculator until the departure angle $\delta$ becomes zero. Before implementing the proposed scheme, two things have to be studied: one is to analyze the stability of this feedback control system; another is to find a way of detecting the departure angle $\delta$.

### 4.2.2 Stability Analysis

From the phasor diagram Fig. 4.1(b) and equations (4.1), (4.2) and (3.1), the following equation is obtained [28]:

$$\delta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{-\Delta T_r}{\frac{i_d}{i_q} + \left(1 + \frac{\Delta T_r}{T_r}\right)\frac{i_q}{i_d}}\right),$$

(4.5)

where:

1. $T_r = L_r/R_r$ (rotor time constant)
2. $T_r^*$: normal value of rotor time constant
3. $\Delta T_r = T_r - T_r^*$. 
From equation (4.5), it can be seen that the departure angle is a function of flux current, torque current and rotor time constant, which presents a nonlinear and complex problem. Obviously, an accurate analysis is very difficult.

However, in practice, since the time constant of the rotor parameter variation is much larger than that of the induction motor, the departure angle can be adjusted instantaneously by controlling stator current. Therefore, the equation (4.5) can be simplified as in equation (4.6) because departure angle will be instantaneously corrected by adjusting motor stator current. In other words, the presence of departure angle is very small ($\Delta T_r << 1$) due to fast current adjustment.

\[
\delta = \frac{-\Delta T_r}{i_q + (1 + \frac{\Delta T_r}{T_r})i_d}.
\] (4.6)

Rewriting the equation (4.6), it becomes as the following:

\[
\delta = \frac{-\Delta T_r i_q i_d}{i_d^2 + i_q i_d + \frac{\Delta T_r i_d^2}{T_r}}.
\] (4.7)

As the flux current and torque current can be controlled instantaneously, for the departure angle control, the $i_d$ and $i_q$ can be comparatively considered as constants. Therefore, the relations between departure angle and rotor time constant can be simply considered as a linear and non-inertial process. Of course, at the transient adjustment, the relations are much more complex.

### 4.2.3 Detection of the Departure Angle

By viewing equation (4.4), we see that the developed torque $T_e$ is composed of two parts: one is the motor torque by regular field-oriented control, which presents no parameter variations in rotor; another is an undesirable motor torque which is
caused by rotor parameter variations. The motor torque by regular field-oriented control can be easily obtained using d-q current variables as shown in equation (2.8).

Now, it is clear that if the actual motor torque can be obtained, then the departure angle can be detected by using equation (4.4). There are many methods to obtain actual motor torque. But a simple, easy and accurate scheme introduced by Lorenz [8] is to estimate the motor torque from stator flux, which takes advantage of the low parameter sensitivity of the stator voltage in estimating stator flux:

\[ \psi_{\alpha \beta} = \int (u_{\alpha \beta} - i_{\alpha \beta} R_s) \, dt. \quad (4.8) \]

This solution allows the stator flux to be calculated from terminal voltages and phase current. The actual torque can then be directly estimated from the stator flux and stator current according to:

\[ \dot{T} = \frac{3}{2} n_p \psi_{\alpha \beta} i_{\alpha \beta} \quad (4.9) \]

or

\[ \dot{T} = \frac{3}{2} n_p (\psi_{\alpha} i_{\beta} - \psi_{\beta} i_{\alpha}). \quad (4.10) \]

Fig. 4.2 shows the approach which is well-known as a means of estimating motor torque from terminal variables only and is the basis of the robustness of stator flux oriented control. Now using equation (4.4) and (4.10), the departure angle can be obtained by computing the following equations:

\[ \dot{T} - T = \Delta T = \frac{3}{2} n_p \frac{M^2}{L_r} i_d i_q \sin \delta \cos \delta (\frac{i_q}{i_d} - \frac{i_d}{i_q}) \quad (4.11) \]

or

\[ \Delta T = \frac{3}{4} \frac{M^2}{L_r} n_p \sin (2 \delta) (i_q^2 - i_d^2), \quad (4.12) \]
then

\[ \delta = \frac{1}{2} \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{4 \Delta T L_r}{3 n_p M^2 (i_q^2 - i_d^2)} \right). \] (4.13)

### 4.3 Realization of Flux Orientation Control

Based on the departure angle detection, a feedback control technique could be applied for the control of flux orientation. The proposed control system and controller structure are shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. In Fig. 4.3, the departure angle is calculated from torque difference (\(\Delta T\)) and is then sent to flux orientation controller in which the slip frequency calculation is corrected. The controller is chosen as a proportional regulator:

\[ y = K_F \cdot \delta, \] (4.14)

where \(K_F\) is the gain of the controller. The controller output \(y\) is then added with the normal rotor time constant for adjusting the rotor time constant used in the
Figure 4.3: Parameter adaptation control for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor
Figure 1.1: Flux orientation controller
slip calculator. The corrected rotor time constant used in slip calculator adjusts the motor stator currents such that the flux orientation is controlled to aligned in the direction of d-axis even though the rotor time constant keeps changes. The control process can be explained that when the departure angle is zero, the addition is equal to the value of normal rotor time constant; when nonzero departure angle is resulted by the rotor parameter variations, the addition is equal to the value of normal rotor time constant and the value of departure angle. This results in the changes of the slip frequency and, thus corrects the flux departure.

It is noted that the controller may not just be a proportional controller. It could be a PI or PID controller. However, the simulation results show that the feedback controller works well in both steady and dynamic states for control of the departure angle. If the corrected rotor resistance resulted from the flux orientation control goes to a filter, a better accuracy result can be achieved [39].

4.4 Simulation and Results

In order to verify the validity and the feasibility of this method, the mathematical model of the indirect field-oriented control system with rotor flux orientation control is set up by equations (3.16 - 3.23) and (4.10 - 4.14), and a series of digital computer simulations have been carried out. In the simulation, the motor was operated under variable load and variable speed conditions which verified that whenever the system is working in variable load or constant load and variable speed or constant speed, the proposed scheme for eliminating the effects of rotor parameter variations are correct.

In order to test a worse-case in rotor resistance variations, the $R_r$ setting unit is
set as given by equation (4.15). In Chan's simulation [6], the rotor resistance was assumed to change from 0.3 ohm to 0.7 ohm in about 12 seconds. In Loranz's [7], the rotor resistance was assumed to change from high to low in 25 seconds. In our test, the rotor resistance is assumed to change from high to low and then comes back from low to high in only 4.5 seconds. Such a faster change in rotor resistance could test a worse-case for rotor flux orientation controller. Since the higher rotor resistance the less effect on performance (see Chan's simulation), variations of rotor resistance in our test are supposed to change from a normal value to a smaller value and then return back to its original value, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

\[ R_r = 0.08 \cdot (t - 3)^2 + 0.125 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

Simulation program and parameters of the motor are the same as in Appendix A-1 and Appendix A-2. Simulation results are shown in Figs. 4.6 - 4.13.

Figures 4.6(a), 4.7(a), 4.8(a), 4.9(a), and 4.10(a) show the responses of indirect field-oriented control system in the condition of no changes in rotor resistance.

Figures 4.6(b), 4.7(b), 4.8(b), 4.9(b), and 4.10(b) show the responses of indirect field-oriented control system in the condition of changes in rotor resistance without flux orientation control. The results indicate that when \( R_r \) changes, the flux current, flux level, stator current and motor torque also change with a result of non-linear response in the motor torque and rotor speed. The system behaves non-linearly and the control performance is degraded dramatically.

Figures 4.11 - 4.13 show that the system responses are unaffected by rotor resistance variations when the flux orientation feedback control is applied. The system is linearly controlled as the same with the properties of conventional field-oriented control system as shown in Figures 4.6(a), 4.7(a), 4.8(a), 4.9(a) and 4.10(a).
Figure 4.5: Motor rotor resistance variations
The corrected rotor resistance is shown in Fig. 4.13(b) which is very close to the actual rotor resistance as shown in Fig. 4.5. As it can be seen that the corrected rotor resistance has certain dynamical errors because of the feedback control adjustment.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Advantages of the Rotor Flux Orientation Control

Parameter identification applied in indirect field oriented control for parameter adaptive control has a feature of forward calculation. The calculation result from parameter identification method is directly sent to the slip frequency calculator for correcting the mismatched value that are used for coordinate transformation calculations. Therefore, if any errors resulted from parameter identification calculation or were caused by some uncertain factors, the calculation of field coordinates will not be accurate.

Techniques developed to date [7] [18] [24] [8] have a limitation to solve uncertain parameter variations or external disturbance such as variable load and unstable power source caused by PWM inverter.

The flux orientation control scheme proposed in this thesis provides solution for these problems, because a feedback control system not only can instantaneously adjust the controlled system outputs to the desired target but also can overcome uncertain factors which may be harmful to control system. For example, if the power frequency is changed by external disturbances, the non-zero departure angle is detected and compared with the reference value through the feedback controller. Then the departed flux orientation caused by power frequency variation can be corrected by feedback controller.
The features of the proposed scheme for correcting flux orientation errors can be summarized as follows:

1. The method considers not only the effects of rotor resistance and rotor self inductance variations, but also any effects which may result in flux orientation departure from its desired position due to its feedback control properties.

2. Implementation of the flux orientation feedback control is easy, because only terminal variables are needed.

3. Regardless of whether the motor is working under full load or no load, transient state or steady state, variable speed or constant speed, this method is suitable.

4. This method works not only for high speed motor control but also for low speed operation when it is incorporated with motor stator resistance identification which will be discussed in next section.

Obviously, these features are excellent and valuable. The proposed parameter adaptation control scheme is expected to be applied widely for indirect field-oriented control systems.

4.5.2 Limitations and Solutions

As a result of stator flux based torque estimation for detecting departure angle, the proposed scheme is limited to high performance velocity-controlled applications that do not require low-speed operation. The reason is that with stator flux based torque estimation this technique loses accuracy and becomes unreliable at low speeds due to the increased dependency of stator voltage on stator resistance
[8] [9]. To overcome such a problem, a simple stator resistance identification can be used if adaption at low operating frequencies is required.

**Stator Resistance Identification**

To directly obtain the dynamic value of stator resistance during system operation is difficult. So far, no effective methods have been reported in the literature for identifying the dynamic stator resistance. Obviously, this limits the application of stator flux orientation control and stator flux-based estimation of motor torque.

In order to solve this problem, a new and simple approach for dynamic stator resistance identification is developed here.

In Chapter 3, it is known that the torque current control loop can be simplified, if a feed-forward controller is employed. From equation (3.6), the following equations are derived:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_q &= R_s (1 + \rho T_s S) i_q \quad (4.16) \\
    u_q &= R_s i_q + \left( L_s - \frac{M^2}{L_r} \right) \frac{di_q}{dt}. \quad (4.17)
\end{align*}
\]

Then the stator resistance can be simply expressed as:

\[
R_s = \frac{u_q - \left( L_s - \frac{M^2}{L_r} \right) \frac{di_q}{dt}}{i_q}. \quad (4.18)
\]

Viewing equation (4.18), we see that the identified stator resistance \( R_s \) is dependent on stator inductance \( L_s \), mutual inductance \( M \) and rotor inductance \( L_r \) as well as \( u_q \) and \( i_q \). Item \( M^2/L_r \) has been shown not to change with temperature [24]. In general, variations of stator inductance is dependent on stator flux saturation which is caused by a high voltage to stator. As the stator resistance identification is only
tuned in at low speed operation which is corresponding to low stator voltage, $R_s$, can be considered only as a function of $u_q$ and $i_q$.

### Simulation and Results

The simulation results have been shown in Fig. 4.14 - 4.15. The simulation program and motor parameters are listed in Appendix B-1 and Appendix B-2, respectively. The controlled motor was working at low and variable speed. The load was changed from 0 to 5 Nm and 5 Nm to 2 Nm during the tests. Fig. 4.14(a) presents the identified motor stator resistance in the condition of variable speed and load. Fig. 4.14(b) gives the motor speed response. Fig. 4.15(a) indicates the motor torque induced by variable load. Fig. 4.15(b) presents the rotor flux current. The identified stator resistance $R_s$ is very accurate which is very close to the original value of 2.1Ω. It can be seen that the identified stator resistance is not affected by speed variations and changes in load.

### 4.6 Comparisons

As a relatively easy and inexpensive implementation, the indirect field-oriented control has been used to achieve a high performance control of an AC induction motor in various application fields. However, this favourable scheme suffers from rotor parameter variations with rising temperatures and flux saturation. Many schemes to overcome such problem have been tried out. Unfortunately, the efforts to date have not provided satisfactory results.

The present work applied to indirect field-oriented control place emphasis on the parameter identification and model reference adaptive control. The parame-
ter identification is limited to the estimation of an expected variable, such as the rotor time constant. Any unknown factors will lead to a mis-correction in slip frequency calculation. Model reference adaptive control application is restricted due to complex designs, complex calculations and long convergence times. So far, a wide acceptance of parameter adaptation control scheme has not been found [6] [1].

A standard version for using parameter adaptive control has been suggested by some researchers [24] [6] as described in this chapter. The proposed scheme in this study has shown results very close to the standard version. In order to give a further proof of the proposed scheme, another simulation has be carried out using Chan's scheme.

Chan[7] proposed an identification method in which the rotor resistance can be estimated in motor steady operation. In this simulation, the rotor resistance variations with rising temperature stand for the worst case as defined in equation (4.15).

Figs. 4.16 - 4.17 show the simulation results. The simulation program is listed in Appendix-E and motor parameters are the same as in Appendix A-2.

It can be seen that in the transient response of the rotor speed, control performance is affected by variations of rotor resistance even when C.C. Chan's parameter identification scheme is incorporated as shown in Figs. 4.16 - 4.17.

Fig. 4.16(b) shows a wrong identification result of rotor resistance when the control system is operating in transient state. The resulting non-linear control characteristics between torque current and motor torque are shown in Figs. 4.17(a) - 4.17(b).

Compared with Chan's proposal, the new scheme proposed in this thesis is
much better in obtaining dynamic identification results as shown in Fig. 4.13(b).
The steady identification results are the same as Chan's. The proposal by Chan
is only suitable in the motor steady operation for the adaptive control of rotor
resistance variations, but not rotor inductance. The proposal here is not only
suitable to correct the rotor time constant in both dynamic and steady state, but
is also suitable to correct the rotor time constant variations induced by unknown
factors with the help of applied feedback control of flux orientation.
Figure 4.6: Response of indirect field-oriented control, a) Rotor speed, b) Rotor speed.
Figure 4.7: Responses of indirect field-oriented control, a) Motor torque, b) Motor torque
Figure 4.8: Responses of indirect field-oriented control, a) Torque current, b) Torque current
Figure 4.9: Responses of indirect field-oriented control. 

(a) Flux current, b) Flux current.
Figure 4.10: Responses of indirect field-oriented control, a) Rotor Flux, b) Rotor Flux
Figure 4.11: Responses of indirect field-oriented control with flux orientation control, a) Rotor speed, b) Motor torque
Figure 4.12: Responses of indirect field-oriented control with flux orientation control. a) Torque current. b) Flux current.
Figure 4.13: Responses of indirect field-oriented control with flux orientation control. a) Rotor Flux. b) Corrected rotor resistance
Figure 4.14: Response of indirect field-oriented control, a) Identified stator resistance, b) Rotor speed
Figure 4.15: Response of indirect field-oriented control, a) Motor torque, b) Flux current
Figure 4.16: Simulation results by Chan [7], a) Rotor speed response, b) Estimated value of rotor resistance
Figure 4.17: Simulation results by Chan [7], a) Torque, b) Torque current
Chapter 5

Parallel Processing and Transputers

5.1 Introduction

The range of processor hardware to handle complex real-time problems of which the field-oriented control of AC motors is an example, can be categorized into the following groups [16] [15]:

1. Single conventional microprocessor: In its baseline form, this constitutes the memory and arithmetic unit of the control system. A high interface chip count, together with an external coprocessor or analogue processing, is usually necessary if fast real-time processing is required.

2. Microcontroller: Control-oriented processor in which common interface components (A/D, timer, interrupt controllers and pulsewidth-modulated outputs) are carried onboard chip, so reducing off-processor chip count.

3. ASICs (application specific integrated circuits): An extension of microcontroller which minimizes off-processor chip count and onchip silicon for a specific application.

5. *Concurrent or Parallel processing architectures*: Either a number of conventional processors or Transputers are used in an effort to obtain increased speed and/or flexibility of control processing.

However, as the requirements of high dynamic control, flexible architecture, self-tuning, fault tolerance and user interface in high performance AC motor control increase, an ASIC, microcontroller or signal processor based system is not suitable.

Parallel processing is a plausible alternative to meet these requirements.

### 5.2 Fundamental Principles of Parallel Processing [40]

Most computer applications, such as adaptive control, speech recognition and neural networks, are explicit models of systems in the real world. Any system that can be viewed as a collection of interconnected parts or events is said to possess concurrence.

Virtually, all known systems have some degree of concurrence because the motion in the world, by its very nature, is immensely parallel.

Events occur in both time and space. Usually multiple events within a system occur at the same time. Rarely do they happen individually in nice sequential order. Therefore, the most workable approach for accurately modelling real-world systems is parallel processing.

Parallel computers achieve their speed by dividing up the composite parts of a problem and working on them simultaneously as they occur.
Conventional processors, both RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) and CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer), are not parallel machines and consequently are not equipped to exploit the parallel nature of many applications. Instead, they are sequential architectures, one task must be completed before the next can begin. This means that the parts of a problem are handled one at a time, even if they actually occur together and are interrelated. When parallel systems are modelled with sequential computers, the impact of real-time interactions between events is lost. Artificial constraints and assumptions must be imposed to obtain approximations. The magnitude of this computing limitation increases as applications grow in size and complexity.

Parallel processing can be divided into two basic architectures: Shared Resource and Distributed Resource Systems, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Shared Resource Systems execute the components of a problem on conventional CPUs. They are connected...
by a common bus (a channel over which data and programs can be moved) to shared memory. Concurrence is achieved by time sharing the memory. Sequential processors used in Shared Resource System have a Von Neumann architecture. Although processor performance has increased dramatically with improvements in circuit technologies over the last thirty years, the underlying design of all CISC and RISC devices has remained Von Neumann. It is the basis for virtually all of today's computer designs and software programs, a single instruction stream being sequentially decoded by one processing engine.

Conversely, a Distributed Resource System gains speed by partitioning the parallel parts of a problem among hardware nodes. Each node runs its own program and includes a CPU with local memory and facilities that support concurrence. Inherent drawbacks of Von Neumann machines severely constrain the parallel processing performance of Shared Resource Systems. Each machine operates sequentially by fetching an instruction from memory, reading an operand, executing the instruction, and storing the result. Delays first occur because of demands placed on system memory – a processor can only access this shared memory when no other processor is accessing it.

The performance improvement of Shared Resource Systems may stop at just three or four processors because memory access times begin to limit the speed at which a program can execute. It is only possible to speed up a Shared Resource System by using expansion memory that is very much faster than the CPUs. A Shared Resource System might attempt to overcome its memory access limitation by giving some dedicated memory to each processor, in addition to global memory. This strategy is not a permanent solution because the interconnection data
bus quickly becomes a fatal bottleneck. Conventional microprocessors, in order to communicate with each other, send out messages on a common interface bus. This bus has a finite bandwidth, which means that only a fixed number of transactions can take place each second. When one CPU is sending a message, arbitration is required and the other CPUs are added, the communications bus becomes saturated by simultaneous requests. Contention for the bus and increased capacitance degrade performance.

Shared Resource System may attempt to overcome bandwidth problems by adding buses. A cluster of processors, each with local memory, could share some cluster memory via one common bus. More buses could be used to interconnect clusters, perhaps to shared memory again.

The major problems of Van Neumann based architectures, communicating via a common resource, a bus or shared memory, have the following limitations [15] [16]:

1. A shared resource becomes a bottleneck limiting system expansion.
2. Expansion of the system is difficult due to complexity.
3. Bus arbitration logic is necessary, which increases complexity, cost and chip count.
4. Multiprocessor bus layout suffers from high track densities, capacitance and cost problems.
5. Software development is cumbersome and it is left to the programmer to establish the parallelism using languages inherently designed for sequential processors and programs.
5.3 Transputers T800 [39]

The Transputer suffers from none of the disadvantages listed in the previous subsection. It is a parallel microprocessor, generally categorized as a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD), with four standard serial communication links. Transputers do not share a common bus, but instead exchange messages through their own high-speed serial links. Each link is a fast, asynchronous, full-duplex channel used to provide pairwise connection of Transputer nodes. These connections can be configured in a variety of topologies such as rings, arrays, and pipelines.

The bandwidth of a Transputer system rises linearly with the number of transputers added. Each of the four bidirectional link engines on the IMS T800 can transfer serial data to and from the transputer at a selected rate of 5, 10, or 20 Megabits/second. The total bandwidth of just one IMS T800 is $4 \times 2.3$ or 9.2 MBytes/second of real data. This data throughput is equivalent to 8-27 Ethernets.

Another key point about the links is that ongoing data communication between transputer nodes requires zero processor overhead. Each link has its own DMA controller so it can operate autonomously, in parallel with the other three links, CPU and FPU. This enables communication to take place simultaneously with computation. Transputers can be easily added as building blocks to transputer networks because their modularity and synchronized point-to-point communication create a unified system structure. This flexibility enables transputers to large multiprocessor networks. Some systems today use over 1000 Transputers.

The INMOS T800 transputer is a 32 bit CMOS microcomputer with a 64 bit floating point unit and graphics support, as shown in Fig. 5.2. It has 4 Kbytes on-chip RAM for high speed processing, a configurable memory interface and four
Figure 5.2: INMOS T800 architecture [39]
standard INMOS communication links. The instruction set achieves efficient implementation of high level languages network. Procedure calls, process switching and typical interrupt latency are sub-microsecond operations. The processor speed of a device can be pin-selected in stages from 17.5 MHz up to the maximum allowed for the part. A device running at 30 MHz achieves an instruction throughput of 30 MIPS peak and 15 MIPS sustained. The INMOS T800 provides high performance arithmetic and floating point operations. The 64 bit floating point unit provides single and double length operation to the ANSI-IEEE 754-1985 standard for floating point arithmetic. It is able to perform floating point operations concurrently with the processor, sustaining a rate of 2.2 MFLOPs at a processor speed of 20 MHz and 3.3 MFLOPs at 30 MHz. High performance graphics support is provided by microcoded block move instructions which operate at the speed of memory. The two-dimensional block move instructions provide for contiguous block moves as well as block copying of either non-zero bytes of data only or zero bytes only. Block move instructions can be used to provide graphics operations such as text manipulation, windowing, panning, scrolling and screen updating. Cyclic redundancy checking (CRC) instructions are available for use on arbitrary length serial data streams, to provide error detection where data integrity is critical. The INMOS T800 can directly access a linear address space of 4 Gbytes. The 32 bit wide memory interface uses multiplexed data and address lines and provides a data rate of up to 4 bytes every 100 nanoseconds (40 Mbytes/sec) under a 30 MHz clock. A configurable memory controller provides all timing, control and DRAM refresh signals for a wide variety of mixed memory systems. System service include processor reset and bootstrap control, together with facilities for error analysis. Error signals
may be daisy-chained in multi-transputer systems.

The standard INMOS communication links allow networks of transputer family products to be constructed by direct point to point connections with no external logic. The INMOS T800 links support the standard operating speed of 10 Mbits/sec, but also operate at 5 or 20 Mbits/set. Each link can transfer data bidirectionally at up to 2.35 Mbytes/sec.

In recent years, Transputer-based real-time processing controller has been applied in many control application fields [14] [15] [16] [23] [32] [33]. The results show that the Transputer is a high speed processor which can be used for complex control in real-time requirement. In next chapter, Transputer-based parallel processing controller has been proposed for the requirements of high-performance control of AC induction motor drives and fault tolerance issues. The effectiveness of parallel processing on the AC induction motor control is examined.

It is suggested that the cost comparison between using conventional microcomputers and Transputers be performed after experiment.
Chapter 6

Parallel Processing Controller for the Indirect Field-Oriented Control of AC Induction Motor

6.1 Introduction

In Chapters 3 and 4, the design of field-oriented control for AC induction motor and the solution to the motor parameter sensitivity in field-oriented control due to temperature rising or flux saturation have been studied.

In this chapter, to achieve fast processing for field-oriented control, a parallel processing controller using one and four T800 Transputers has been proposed. Simulation has been carried out to investigate the effectiveness of parallel processing to implement the field-oriented control. Estimation times of control process in one Transputer and four Transputers are investigated. The effects of sampling time on control system performance are studied. Furthermore, some fault tolerance issues for Transputer failures or link failures are proposed and tested.

As a digital control of high performance AC induction motor using field-oriented control strategy requires controllers with significantly high computational power
and throughput, many AC induction motor control systems to date are controlled by multi-processors. Custom ASICs, microcontrollers and signal processors have also been used effectively in embedded systems. Some control systems, such as servo drives, often require additional features of self-tuning, fault tolerance, on-line diagnostics protection, data capturing, and user interface [16]. These additional requirements are difficult to be met by ASICs, microcontroller or signal processor based systems due to their inflexible hardware architectures, small memory space and inconvenient software development tools. Existing multiprocessor solutions based upon Von Neuman architecture, communicating via a common resource, a bus or shared memory, have many disadvantages as discussed in Chapter 5. The Transputer does not have any of these disadvantages and is proved to be the most suitable fast processor in real-time digital control [15][16][14][33].

To study the effectiveness of parallel processing on the field-oriented control systems, the parallel processing environment for real-time simulations is proposed. In this case, real-time response of the motor control system from the parallel processing simulation has advanced the digital control system development, performance studies, checkout and troubleshooting.

The approach that has been proposed is to connect several processors in a parallel arrangement and to provide a means of communication between the processors. The software is then partitioned over the several processors forming the parallel processing control. However, partitioning necessitates a careful and thorough consideration in the dynamic coupling relations within the control algorithms to determine the optimal breakdown of the system functions. In some case, inherent parallelism in the system may simplify the partitioning. The issue of how many
processors to use then can be addressed. For efficient operation, the portions of the simulation that are allocated to the individual processors should use approximately the same amount of compute time per processor. This will ensure correct updating of system variables and avoid wasted time in the calculation cycle. The updating of variables within the partitioned simulation will require not only careful timing consideration but also efficient data transfer between processors to avoid inadvertent phase shift.

6.2 Two Transputer Based Simulation of Field-Oriented Control System

To study the effectiveness of parallel processing on field-oriented control of AC motor, it is helpful to check the control algorithm execution times in single processor for comparison with multiprocessors.

In this section, two Transputer are employed to simulate the motor control system. One Transputer functions as the controller; another functions as the motor by executing its dynamic equations. Based on the experiment, various execution times of control algorithms, such as the PI controller, slip frequency calculation and the coordinate transformation, are examined in one Transputer. Comparisons in control algorithm execution times between conventional single processor and single Transputer are presented. The results show that the Transputer is a higher processing speed controller.
6.2.1 Hardware Implementation

In the simulation setup, an IBM-PC microcomputer (386 model) and two T800 Transputers are used to form the simulation system. The IBM-PC microcomputer is connected with the two Transputers, and functions as a compiler.

In the simulation, the executable files compiled and linked by the IBM-PC microcomputer were loaded down into each Transputer. Transputer with loaded executable files worked individually unless communications were required between Transputers. The Transputer communication works such that when a processor performs input or output to a communication channel, the processor is blocked until the corresponding processor performs its respective output or input. Channels can be used as a synchronization mechanism in addition to a communication mechanism.

Fig. 6.1 shows the hardware structure for the simulation of control system. In Transputer 1, the motor speed $w$, was sampled from Transputer 2, which represents the AC induction motor, through channel 1. The motor $\alpha - \beta$ current $I_\alpha$ and $I_\beta$ are sampled from Transputer 2 through channel 2. Transputer 2 works like a real motor, if the dynamics computation time is less than the required current sampling time. In this way, at each dynamics computation loop, Transputer 2 calculates all the motor state variables and sends them out to Transputer 1 for closed-loop control.

In Fig. 6.2, it shows that the two parallel processors can simulate the real-time motor control system. Fig. 6.2(a) indicates a real motor control system in which the dynamic processes of AC motor can be emulated by a Transputer as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). The Transputer computation time for motor dynamics is obviously
Figure 6.1: Parallel processing hardware configuration for real-time simulation of AC motor control
Figure 6.2: Transputer based real-time emulating of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor. a) Real motor control, b) Real-time emulation of motor control
longer than the real motor response time, but it is acceptable if it is equal to 10-20 times of the motor stator time constant [16].

### 6.2.2 Software Design

The simulation software flow chart is illustrated in Fig. 6.3 in which the programs consist of three subroutines: set-up routine, process control routine and motor dynamics computation routine. In Transputer 1, the current $I_a$ and $I_b$ are sampled from Transputer 2, and then the $I_a$ and $I_b$ are transformed to $I_q$ and $I_d$ in $d-q$ coordinate. According to the values of $I_q$ and $I_d$, the current controller algorithms as expressed in equation (6.1) are computed. The calculation results of current controller are then transformed back to $U_a$ and $U_b$ in $\alpha-\beta$ coordinate according to equation (3.24). These two variables are then sent to the Transputer 2 as the required stator voltages. The PWM calculation is not included here as it is beyond the scope of this research topic. The control algorithm program and motor dynamics program are listed in Appendix C-1 and Appendix C-2, respectively. The parameters of motor are the same as in Appendix A-2.

**Set-Up Routine**

This routine enables Transputers to get commands from the IBM-PC microcomputer and to set up the motor speed reference, computing step size, load setting time, adaptive control tuning time and the starting time for rotor resistance change. All the control system state variables are reset to the initial values.
Figure 6.3: Software structure for simulation of AC motor control system
Speed Controller and Slip Frequency Calculation Routine

The purpose of this routine is to calculate the speed PI control algorithm, current limitation and slip frequency. The difference equation of the PI controller in the increment approximation of equation (3.29) can be expressed as:

\[ I_q(k) = K_p \cdot (e(k) - e(k-1)) + K_p \cdot K_i \cdot e(k) + I_q(k-1), \]  

where:

1. \( K_i = \frac{r}{T_0}; \)

2. \( T_0 \) is the sampling time;

3. \( \tau \) is the integration time constant.

The PI control algorithm is computed in Transputer 1 when rotor speed \( w_r \) is sampled. The output of PI controller is compared with the current limitation value and goes through the limitation function which produces the final PI controller output. Following the calculation of \( i_q \), the calculations of slip frequency and angle are handled. The difference equations of slip frequency and angle equation are written as:

\[ w_{sl}(k) = \frac{I_q(k) \cdot R_r}{L_r \cdot I_d(k)} \]  

\[ \theta(k) = (w_{sl}(k) + w_r(k) + w_{sl}(k-1) + w_r(k-1)) \cdot T_0/2 + \theta_{sl}(k-1). \]

The calculated slip frequency is added to the rotor frequency as the required motor stator frequency for field-oriented control. The calculated slip angle is added to the rotor angle for field orientation coordinate transformation.
Current PI Controller and Coordinate Transformation Calculation Routine

The difference equations of flux current controller and torque current controller from equation (3.28) are written as:

\[ U_d(k) = K_d * (e(k) - e(k-1)) + K_d * K_1 * e(k) + U_d(k-1) \] (6.4)

\[ U_q(k) = K_q * (e(k) - e(k-1)) + K_q * K_2 * e(k) + U_q(k-1), \] (6.5)

where:

1. \( K_1 = \frac{\omega_s}{f_0} \);
2. \( K_2 = \frac{\omega_s}{f_0} \);
3. \( T_0 \) is the sampling time.

The coordinate transformation for changing \( I_a \) and \( I_b \) to \( I_d \) and \( I_q \) is expressed in equation (3.27). The coordinate transformation for changing \( U_d \) and \( U_q \) to \( U_a \) and \( U_b \) is expressed in equation (3.24).

Flux Orientation Feedback Control

The actual and reference motor torques are calculated according to the motor terminal variables, such as the stator voltages, stator current and motor rotor speed. The torque error results from the difference between actual and reference torque is fed back to the field orientation controller that adjusts the slip frequency.
Motor Dynamics Calculation

The difference equations for motor dynamics equations (3.16) - (3.23) are expressed in software program (see Appendix C-2). To obtain a high accuracy of motor dynamics calculation, the predictor-corrector algorithm is used for solving the first order differential equations. The simulation shows that the computing step size determines the accuracy of motor dynamics calculation. With a proper choice in computing algorithms, the computing step size could be increased without losing computation accuracy. This helps the simulation not to take so much CPU time.

6.2.3 Execution Times

To measure different calculation times for different control algorithms and channel communications, the T800 Transputer internal high privilege timer with 1\(\mu\)s resolution is used. The execution times are measured by using Transputer time measuring instructions. The measured execution times are listed in table 6.1. In order to make comparison with conventional 16 or 32 bit microcomputers, the typical control algorithm execution times in 16 or 32 bit microcomputers are given in Table 6.2 [22].

It is obvious from comparing table 6.1 and table 6.2 that the processing speed by Transputer is much faster than that of conventional microcomputers.

If the field-oriented control system incorporates flux orientation feedback control, the overall control system execution time is found to be 260 \(\mu\)s. It can be seen that, even though the Transputer has very fast processing speed, one Transputer controller is still not fast enough to meet the requirement in high dynamic servo control system in which 100 \(\mu\)s current sampling time is needed [16].
Table 6.1: Single Transputer Execution Times
(Time in Microseconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substraction</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Link Communication</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate Transformation</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle Function Computing</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed Controller</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Controller</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field-Oriented Control</td>
<td>161.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field-Oriented Control With Field Orientation feedback Control</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Execution times in single Transputer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Instruction Level</th>
<th>Execution time in nanoseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOC310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>ADD T1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>LDCE</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDCI</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MP1</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>LODI</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SADZI</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure Call</td>
<td>BFT</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reset</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T9</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Execution times in conventional single processor [22]
6.3 Multi-Transputer Based Simulation of Field-Oriented Control System

One Transputer controller is not suitable in servicing very fast dynamic servo control systems. Owing to their speed of computing and flexibility for real-time digital control, parallel processing systems have made implementation of complex control algorithms feasible for critical time requirement. The fast processing speed and hardware flexibility provided by multi-transputer also make it possible for system fault tolerance.

6.3.1 Hardware Implementation

To simulate the field-oriented control with incorporation of fault tolerance in a parallel processing environment, five Transputers named Transputer 1, Transputer 2, Transputer 3, Transputer 4 and Transputer 5 have been employed. This parallel processing hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 6.4. Each Transputer has four communication links named link 1, link 2, link 3 and link 4. Each link is a bidirectional transmission line with 20Mbit/sec. The IBM-PC (model 386) microcomputer compiles and links all C-coded parallel programs and loads them down into each Transputer for concurrent processing. Results are reported back to the IBM-PC microcomputer from each Transputer for display or storage.

Transputer 1, connected to Transputer 2, Transputer 4, Transputer 5 and IBM-PC microcomputer through Channel 0, Channel 1, Channel 4, Channel 5, respectively as shown in Fig. 6.4, performs two functions: (1) it works as an interactive interface which receives any information from other Transputers and sends it to the IBM-PC microcomputer, or transfers any command from IBM-PC microcomputer...
Figure 6.4: Five Transputer based parallel processing architecture for real-time simulation of AC motor control
to other Transputers; (2) it also incorporates system fault tolerance by acting as a redundant processor which will make the parallel processing architecture reconfigurable. This provides the possibility to improve the system reliability. Transputer 2 is connected to Transputer 1, Transputer 3, Transputer 4 and Transputer 5. It handles the motor speed controller, slip calculation and sine triangle function of slip angle calculation. The calculated results in Transputer 2 are sent to Transputer 3 for computing the current PI control algorithm. Transputer 3 is connected to Transputer 2, Transputer 4 and Transputer 5. The flux and torque current PI control algorithms, sampled $I_a$ and $I_\beta$, and coordinate transformation are handled in Transputer 3. The control outputs $U_a$ and $U_\beta$ are sent to the motor which is represented by Transputer 5. Transputer 4 is connected to Transputer 1, Transputer 3 and Transputer 5. It performs the flux orientation feedback control. The feedback control will adjust the slip frequency so that the field-oriented control condition as indicated in equation (3.1) is always satisfied even when the motor rotor resistance is changed with rising temperature or flux saturation. The actual and reference torques are calculated in Transputer 4 at first. Any errors resulting from comparing actual and reference torque will result in correcting the flux orientation errors. Transputer 5 is connected to Transputer 1, Transputer 2, Transputer 3 and Transputer 4. It performs the dynamics calculation of the motor, as expressed in equations (3.16) - (3.23). The calculated results of motor speed, flux and torque currents, stator currents and voltages are sent to other Transputers for control purposes.
6.3.2 Parallel Processing Software Design

Proper design of parallel processing software is important to achieve minimum execution time. Based on the inherent parallelism in motor control, the control algorithm programs are assigned to Transputer 2, Transputer 3 and Transputer 4 such that the total execution time expected is less than 100 μs which can meet very fast dynamic servo control requirements. The designed parallel processing program flow-chart for real-time motor control simulation is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The programs are coded in C and operated in Transputers featuring 64-bit floating point operations. The C codes for these programs are listed in Appendices D-1 to D-5. The parameters of motor are the same as in Appendix A-2.

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the parallel processing programs consist of set-up routine and five parallel processing routines run in five Transputers. These five parallel processing programs are named as parallel-1, parallel-2, parallel-3, parallel-4 and parallel-5. All sub-programs are concurrently executed in the corresponding Transputers.

Set-Up Routine

The function of the set-up routine is to initialize each Transputer. Commands from host computer (IBM-PC) are passed to each individual Transputer for setting motor speed reference, flux current reference, timing for loading and field orientation feedback control tuning. All the control and motor state variables are initialized at this time. The computing step size and the starting time for rotor resistance variation are also defined here.
Figure 6.5: Parallel processing program structure for simulation of AC motor control
Parallel-1 Routine

The main purpose of this routine run in Transputer 1 is to work as an interactive interface which passes host computer commands to other Transputers and receives calculated results and status information from any of the other Transputers and then sends them to host computer. This program is listed in Appendix D-1.

Parallel-2 Routine

The listing for this routine is given in Appendix D-2. This routine run in Transputer 2 performs the speed PI controller, torque current limitation and slip frequency calculation. The sine triangle function of slip angle is also included in this routine. The calculated speed PI controller output, slip frequency and sine function are sent to Transputer 3 through Channel 2 as shown in Fig. 6.4.

Parallel-3 Routine

This routine run in Transputer 3 handles the flux and torque current PI control. In addition, it calculates coordinate transformations of $\alpha$-$\beta$ to $d$-$q$ and $d$-$q$ to $\alpha$-$\beta$ as well as the cosine triangle function of slip angle as shown in equations (3.26) and (3.27). The processing speed of this routine plays a critical role in determining the overall control system sampling time. According to data dependency in the field-oriented control, this routine is carefully decomposed from system control algorithms. It is expected that the Transputer 2 takes tasks as much as possible so that the Transputer 3 works as little as possible to achieve a fast control of stator currents. In the simulation, it shows that the triangle function takes most of the processing time. The listing of this routine is given in Appendix D-3.
Parallel-4 Routine

This routine run in Transputer 4 performs the flux orientation feedback control. The calculated control signal is sent to Transputer 3 for correcting the slip frequency. The listing of this routine is given in Appendix D-4.

Parallel-5 Routine

This program is run in Transputer 5. It simulates the motor dynamic behaviour. For each computing loop, it sends out all the necessary motor state variables to other Transputers for the control purposes. In each computing loop, Transputer 5 responds nearly as fast as a real motor does. This means that for each computing loop in Transputer 5 the other Transputer should have already prepared to sample the motor state variables, such as the motor speed, stator current and voltages. Otherwise, the processing speed may be not high enough to match such fast dynamic motor control. The listing of the motor dynamic program is given in Appendix D-5.

6.3.3 Execution Times

Execution times are measured using the 1μs timer provided in each Transputer board. The execution time at Transputer 3 which performs the inner loop current control gives the minimum bound for the sampling time. To explain the methodology of multi-Transputer processing time measurement, Fig. 6.6 shows the task dependent relations among processes on different Transputers in which the minimum execution time can be easily calculated. P1, P2 and P3 represent different control processes. In Transputer 2, P1 is the motor speed controller, slip frequency calculation and communication to motor. P2 is the sine function computation and
Figure 6.6: Control task dependency in AC motor control
Table 6.3: Execution times in five transputers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>Execution Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communications to Transputer 3. In Transputer 3, P1 represents the current sampling, the $\alpha$-$\beta$ to $d$-$q$ transformation, flux current and torque current controller. P2 is the cosine function calculation. P3 is the coordinate transformation of $d$-$q$ to $\alpha$-$\beta$ for motor stator voltages. In Transputer 4, P1 and P2 represent the flux orientation feedback controller. In Fig. 6.6, the lines between processes indicate the data dependency. For example, the process P2 in Transputer 3 can not start until the process P1 in Transputer 2 has been completed. The Table 6.3 illustrates the execution times for each process; the minimum processing time for the indirect field-oriented control is shown as 92$\mu$s. In order to compare to other multiprocessor based parallel processing system, Table 6.4 presents the execution times in different parallel processors. Compared with single Transputer and other multiprocessors, the proposed multi-Transputer controller system offers the fastest processing speed (92$\mu$s).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller Type</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Software Development</th>
<th>Parameter Adaptation Control</th>
<th>Sampling Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel-8086 + signal processor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Cumbersome</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB77720 (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel-8086 + two Intel-8085</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Cumbersome</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Cumbersome</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-8086 (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transputers (T400) (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>92 or 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transputer (T800)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Execution times in multiprocessors (microseconds)
6.4 Fault Tolerance

Another major advantage of parallel processing that can explicitly improve the reliability for real-time control systems is the possibility of incorporating the fault tolerance. The fault-tolerant control system has the ability to continue performing its tasks after the occurrence of faults. The most common technique used to achieve fault tolerance is design redundancy, which is the addition of hardware, resources, or time in excess of that needed for normal system operation [37]. Hardware redundancy requires two or more processors which offers a very high processing speed but requires a high cost. Time redundancy needs no additional hardware processors that are required in hardware redundancy, but it takes extra time for fault detection, avoidance and isolation. Considering the advantages of both hardware and time redundancy, a hybrid fault-tolerant architecture using Transputers for field-oriented control is proposed. The proposed architecture is fully based on the parallel processing controller as indicated in Fig. 6.4. It takes advantages of Transputer's fast processing speed, which gives possibility for time redundancy, and flexible architecture, which offers the ability for reconfiguring the communication links and processors when faults occur. According to the Transputer's high processing speed, the execution time in one sampling is divided into two parts: one is for control algorithm computation; the other is for the purpose of fault tolerance.

Based on above concepts, the link failures and processor failures are studied in the following subsections.
6.4.1 Link Failure

Most frequently, failures in a multi-Transputer system can be attributed to failures in communication links. For example, broken links, unreliable connections between Transputers and loosen pin contacts will result in a communication failure. For overcoming these problems, Transputer instruction sets provide special link communication instructions which use the time-out concept to improve communication reliability. Having examined Transputer-based parallel processors for field-oriented control, it is clear that the Transputer 2 and Transputer 3 play a very important role in achieving high performance real-time motor control.

Fig. 6.7 shows the principle of reconfiguration of Transputer links for fault tolerance concerns where the dotted lines represent the reconfigured communication channel path. The four communication links in each Transputer make the dynamic reconfiguration possible. The strategy in the motor control system is that the system should survive any link failure between Transputer 2 and Transputer 3 as well as the links to Transputer 5 which represents the motor. As shown in Fig. 6.7(a), Channel 2 formed by link 1 of Transputer 2 and link 0 of Transputer 3 will be taken over by Channel 9 formed by link 3 of Transputer 2 and link 3 of Transputer 3, if Channel 2 failed. The principle is that the link failure would result in communication time-out causing the Transputer to reconfigure its communication through other channels. The failed Channel 5 will be taken over by Channel 1 and Channel 8 as shown in Fig. 6.7(b). Similarly, the failed Channel 6 will be serviced by Channel 3 and Channel 7 as shown in Fig. 6.7(c). By implementing this scheme, any single link failure among the Channel 2, Channel 5 and Channel 6 is isolated and recovered by other links.
Figure 6.7: Reconfigurable communication channels in Transputer network
Another significant feature of this parallel architecture is its multi-fault tolerance which allows Channel 2, Channel 5 and Channel 6 to fail at the same time. This case is shown in Fig. 6.8 in which the Channel 2, Channel 5 and Channel 6 are replaced by Channel 1, Channel 8, Channel 3, Channel 7 and Channel 9, respectively, as shown in the dotted lines. Obviously, the communication reconfiguration in Transputer is superior to that of bus-shared parallel processor architecture. In the latter, the failure in the common shared bus will result in a total system communication failure.

It is noted that, for the rest of communication link failures, the strategy is to give up any communication among failed links instead of trying to reconfigure existing channels. The failed links with Transputer 4 results in no correction for slip calculation when motor resistance changes due to temperature. The failed links with Transputer 1 will shut down the communication between working Transputers and IBM-PC microcomputer, but motor control is kept going by Transputer 2 and Transputer 3.

System Testing

The fault-tolerant controller for the indirect field-oriented control of AC motor is tested by disconnecting any one of Channel 2, Channel 5 or Channel 6 during the simulation. The results show that the communication reliability is improved by dynamic channel reconfiguration. It should be noted that reliable communication instructions do take more time than general communication instructions. Using the reliable communication instructions, processing time in each Transputer is increased. The increases in execution time depend on how many times of the
Figure 6.8: Recovery of multi-communication channel failures
Figure 6.9: Reliable communication times

Reliable communication are needed in one sampling period. In Transputer T800, one general communication time between two Transputers is 5.5μs. One reliable communication time between two Transputers takes about 10-15 μs. The communication time out is chosen as 8μs which should be equal to or longer than one general communication time. The following formula gives the calculation of one reliable communication time.

\[
\text{Reliable Comm. Time} = \text{Gen. Comm. Time} + \text{Time Out}
\]

Let us take the process in Transputer 3 as an example to explain how much extra times is taken by reliable communication. In Parallel-3 routine, there are four times of Channel 6 communication, as shown in Appendix D-3. Fig. 6.9 shows one Channel 6 communication calculation. Fig. 6.9(a) indicates the normal communication case without link failure. The square represents the normal communication time. The diamond represents time-out communication. The communication time
Figure 6.10: Communication time with auxiliary channel

of Channel 6 without failure is totally 15 μs. Fig. 6.9(b) indicates the communication with Channel 6 failure. The circle represents the communication time for channel reconfiguration. So the communication time when Channel 6 is failed is about 19μs. For four Channel 6 failure communications, the total communication time for channel reconfiguration is 76 μs. Fig. 6.10 shows one Channel 2 communication time calculation. There are four Channel 2 communications in Parallel-3. For normal communication, the four Channel 2 communications take 44 μs. For Channel 2 failure, the total reconfigured channel communication time is 54 μs which is different from the results shown in Fig. 6.9 because the auxiliary Channel 9 is used. It is clear that the improved communication reliability is a benefit, but the processing speed slows down by channel reconfiguration and channel time out.
6.4.2 Transputer Failure

To improve the reliability in presence of a processor failure, the proposed software is illustrated in Fig. 6.11. Before control algorithm programs start, the diagnosis programs in each Transputer (for fault detection, voting, and isolation) are executed. Methods to achieve fault tolerance in presence of different Transputer failures are shown in Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16.

The diagnosis results are reported to the Transputer which performs the task of a voter; it determines which processor is failed and marks the failed one and then sends its decision to each working Transputer. The failed Transputer would not get information from the voter and is isolated as the other Transputers reconfigure their communication channels according to voter's decision.

Fig. 6.12 shows the case when Transputer 2 is failed. T1, T2 and T3 execute diagnosis programs and then send their results to the fourth Transputer T5, a voter. In T5, the three inputs from T1, T2 and T3 are compared with each other. If there is any difference (only a single fault is assumed), the failed one (Transputer 2) can be allocated and isolated. The function of the failed Transputer will be taken over by the voter, Transputer 5. Fig. 6.12 also shows the reconfigured software programs for the failure of Transputer 2. Any one of the Transputers is possible to be a voter or a substitute. The principle of fault tolerance illustrated in Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 is similar to that of Fig. 6.12.

It is noted that, in order to improve the voter reliability, at least three voters are available for detecting the same faulty processor, if time is allowed. For example, if the T2 is assumed to be failed, the three possible voters, namely T5, T3, and T1, can be applied. These three voters also can be compared with each other before
Figure 6.11: Parallel processing program structure incorporated with processor fault tolerance
Figure 6.12: Transputer 1 failure

Figure 6.13: Transputer 2 failure
Figure 6.14: Transputer 3 failure

Figure 6.15: Transputer 4 failure
Figure 6.16: Transputer 5 failure

passing a verdict on the failed processor T2. Fig. 6.17 shows such a strategy.

6.5 Effects of Sampling Time On Control System Performance

In real-time digital control, sampling time is a performance factor. To evaluate the sampling effects on the performance of field-oriented control system, a simulation based on the parallel processing architecture with five Transputers, was carried out. The motor dynamics algorithm is performed by Transputer 5. In each processing loop, Transputer 5 sends out the motor state variables, such as motor speed, stator currents and voltages. If the Transputer 3 is not fast enough to catch up with the Transputer 5 in every processing loop, one or two more sample values may be lost. For example, if the processing time for one loop in Transputer 5 is 100μs, losing two processing loops in Transputer 3 means that sampling time becomes
Figure 6.17: Multi-voting for transputer failure
300\mu s. To indicate the sampling time effects, four sampling times (100\mu s, 150\mu s, 200\mu s and 400\mu s) are selected for testing. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.18. In Fig. 6.18(a), by using 100 \mu s sampling time, the motor torque is controlled instantaneously and the control behaviour is satisfactory. In Fig. 6.18(b) (150 \mu s), the controlled torque current presents somewhat higher overshoot compared with Fig. 6.18(a). In Fig. 6.18(c), the controlled torque current overshoot is dramatically increased due to a relatively slow sampling time (200 \mu s). This high torque current overshoot may be not acceptable. In Fig. 6.18(d), the torque current is totally out of control due to a very slow sampling (400 \mu s).

The simulation for sampling time effects on control performance has indicated that the stability of digital control system not only depends on the control system gain, but also depends on the control system sampling time. To insure a stable control system, the system gain has to be reduced if the sampling time is not short enough due to processor speed. We know that reduced control system gain can result in a slow dynamic control response. Usually, the current sampling time is chosen be 10-20 times the stator time constant to satisfy a high dynamic response [16]. In order to obtain a very fast system dynamic control, high processing speed processors are necessary so that a very short sampling time is achievable.
Figure 6.18: Motor torque current response
Chapter 7

Conclusions

The objective of achieving a high performance AC induction motor control has been approached through the following three major original contributions:

1. Investigation of the control characteristics of AC induction motor based on the principle of indirect field-oriented control.


3. Proposal of a parallel processing controller for complex control and system reliability requirements in the time critical condition.

An analytical model for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor has been developed. A series of digital computer simulations have been carried out to verify that using the field-oriented control the control performance of AC induction motor is similar to that of DC motor.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining a linear model of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor have been derived and verified by simulation results, which can support the design of PI or PID controllers for field-oriented control of AC induction motor by using the classical Nyquist, Bode or root
locus techniques.

In addition, the definition of field-oriented control has been extended in a broad sense to show that a high performance control can also be realized. Excellent dynamic control response using such an extended scheme has been shown by corresponding simulation trials. In principle, the extended field-oriented control is similar to the series-shunt excited DC motor control, but the resulting performance is superior to that of DC motor, which can be seen from a series of simulation results.

Next, a new parameter adaptation scheme termed flux orientation feedback control for indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor has been developed. The simulation results of the proposed method show an excellent performance of parameter adaptive control when the simulated rotor resistance is varied in a worst case and under various operation conditions, such as step change in rotor speed or in load. It is expected that incorporated with the proposed stator resistance dynamic identification, such a scheme can work well under zero or crawling speed conditions. Furthermore, the variations of rotor parameter can be identified dynamically so that the actual rotor parameters can be obtained. The simulation results of the proposed scheme of dynamic correction for rotor flux orientation and dynamic identification for rotor parameters have clearly shown that the method is superior to any other recently reported schemes [7] [8] [24].

Lastly, a Transputer based parallel processing controller has been proposed for indirect field-oriented control, and a set of experiment has been carried out for parallel processing simulation purposes. Results show that with the parallel processing controller very complex control algorithms, such as the field-oriented control and
parameter adaptation control, can be handled in a very short time which is enough to satisfy a fast dynamic control system.

The potential of parallelism in a task dependent AC drive control system has been studied. Simulation results show that if sampling time is small enough, the modification of task dependency in an AC drive control system might provide a further decomposition of control algorithms, so that the parallel processing speed could be increased again.

It is believed that the Transputer system has significant advantages, particularly if a flexible architecture to meet multifarious specifications is the main criterion. Furthermore, real-time simulations can be realized with a parallel processing environment, which leads to a more practical design of a parallel processing controller.

The effect of link failures and processor failures have been studied. As a result of flexible and reconfigurable architecture, system reliability can be increased by incorporating fault tolerance techniques.

A simulation test shows that any link failure can be recovered by dynamically reconfiguring the link network.

A combination of hardware redundancy and time redundancy has been proposed to improve the processor reliability such that the failed processor could be found out and replaced by a voter.

Finally, it is expected that all the results in this study will be further examined by experimental testing.
Chapter 8

Suggestions for Future Work

The present research contributes simulation results related to indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motors. Obviously, all the simulation results should be further verified by experimental work. The proposed schemes also need more theoretical analysis. The suggestions are outlined as follows:

1. It is strongly recommended that the proposal of the extended field-oriented control be verified by extensive experimental works. Theoretical analysis of the effectiveness of lower slip frequency on field-oriented control is required.

2. The truly linear control structure of the AC induction motor should be examined by experimental work. To validate the linear design of the PI or PID controller for AC induction motor control, comparisons should be carried out between the parameters of the PI or PID controller from the linearized model and the parameters of the PI or PID controller from an experimental model.

3. It is strongly recommended that the proposed parameter adaptation control, named rotor flux orientation feedback control be verified by experimental study. The theoretical analysis of the control stability is required.
4. A full experimental set-up for the indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motors using parallel processing controller - Transputer network - should be put together to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of parallel processing control under a time critical condition.

Modern control techniques, such as the adaptive control, model reference adaptive control, parameter identification, sliding model control and optimal control are expected to be realized by such a parallel processing controller for the real-time control requirement.

In addition, the incorporation of fault tolerance techniques could be attempted in the parallel processing environment to meet the increased requirement of system reliability. Analysis of the increased controller reliability should be studied by using a Markov model.
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Appendix-A1

This program is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

main( )
{
    FILE *fp;
    int i, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=2, Kp=8, T6, T7;
    float Rs=0.49, Ls=0.0388, Lr=0.0354, Lb=0.0021, M=0.0354,
         J=0.024, D=0.0011, TR, Si, o, ua, R=0.45, n, phi,
         Rr, t, Ws, Is, T2, TL, N1, N2, Kd, Kq, Ki, K1, K2,
         Ka, Q, y1, y2, y9, y14, y15, y16, y17, y18, y19, y20, y21,
         y22, y23, y24, y25, y26, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
         y39, y3[50010], y4[50010], y5[50010], y6[50010], y7[50010],
         y8[50010], y10[50010], y11[50010], y12[50010], y13[50010],
         y34[50010], y35[50010], y36[50010], U[50010], S[50010],
         y37[50010], y38[50010], y40[50010], UT[50010], TM[50010],
         y41[50010], y42[50010], Ud[50010], Uq[50010], V[50010],
         U[50010], X[50010], Ta[50010], ph[50010], S[50010],
         Ia[50010], y[50010], s[50010], p[50010];
    printf("Enter input T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7\n");
    ...
}
```
scanf("%d %d %d %d %d",&T,&T3,&T4,&T5,&T6,&T7);
printf("T=\%d,T3=\%d,T4=\%d,T5=\%d,T6=\%d,T7=\%d\n",T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7);
printf("Enter input T2,TL,N1,N2\n");
scanf("%f %f %f",&T2,&TL,&N1,&N2);
printf("T2=\%f,TL=\%f,N1=\%f,N2=\%f\n",T2,TL,N1,N2);
i=1; Kd=0.8; Kq=0.6; Rr=0.45; Ki=0.003; Ka=0.01; K1=0.01;
K2=0.01;
Q=1.0/(Ls*Lr-M*M);
y14=0; y15=0; y16=0; y17=0; y24=0; y25=0; y26=0; y27=0; y28=0;
y29=0; y30=0; y31=0; y32=0; S[i]=0; S1[i]=0; e[i]=0; p[i]=0;
y3[i]=0; y4[i]=0; y5[i]=0; y6[i]=0; y7[i]=0; y8[i]=0; y10[i]=0;
y11[i]=0; y12[i]=0; y13[i]=0; y35[i]=0; y36[i]=0; y37[i]=0;
y38[i]=0; y40[i]=0; y41[i]=0; y42[i]=0; UT[i]=0; TM[i]=0;
if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}

if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);
}
if (i>T6)
    TL=2;
else TL=TL;
if (i>T4)
    \text{Rr} = 0.08 \times (t-3) \times (t-3) + 0.125; \quad * \text{Rotor resistance variations} *
else \text{Rr} = \text{Rr};
y1=N1; \quad y2=N2;
if (i>T7)
    y2=10;
else y2=N2;
y3[i]=y1-y42[i-1] \times 0.585652;
y4[i]=y2-y40[i-1] \times 0.027922;
y5[i]=K_p \times (y4[i]-y4[i-1]) + K_p \times K_i \times y4[i] + y5[i-1];
y6[i]=K_d \times (y3[i]-y3[i-1]) + K_d \times K_i \times y3[i] + y6[i-1];
if (y5[i]>10)
    y5[i]=10;
else if (y5[i]<(-10))
    y5[i]=(-10);
else y5[i]=K_p \times (y4[i]-y4[i-1]) + K_p \times K_i \times y4[i] + y5[i-1];
y7[i]=y5[i]-y41[i-1] \times 0.585652;
y8[i]=K_q \times (y7[i]-y7[i-1]) + K_q \times K_2 \times y7[i] + y8[i-1];
y9=y5[i] \times R/(y1 \times \text{Lr});
y10[i]=y9+y40[i-1];
y[i]=(y10[i]+y10[i-1]) \times T2/2+y[i-1];
\[ y_{11}[i] = y[i]; \]
\[ U_d[i] = y_6[i] - (L_s - (M*M/L_r)) * y_{10}[i] * y_{41}[i-1] / 30; \]
\[ U_q[i] = y_8[i] + L_s * y_{10}[i] * y_{42}[i-1] / 30; \]
\[ y_{12}[i] = (U_d[i] * \cos(y_{11}[i]) - U_q[i] * \sin(y_{11}[i])) * 30; \]
\[ y_{13}[i] = (U_d[i] * \sin(y_{11}[i]) + U_q[i] * \cos(y_{11}[i])) * 30; \]
\[ y_{18} = y_{12}[i] - R_s * (L_r * y_{14} - M * y_{15}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{19} = (-1) * R_r * (L_s * y_{15} - M * y_{14}) * Q - y_{40}[i-1] * y_{17}; \]
\[ y_{20} = y_{13}[i] - R_s * (L_r * y_{16} - M * y_{17}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{1} = (-1) * R_r * (L_s * y_{17} - M * y_{16}) * Q + y_{40}[i-1] * y_{15}; \]
\[ y_{22} = y_{14} + y_{18} * T_2; \]
\[ y_{23} = y_{15} + y_{19} * T_2; \]
\[ y_{24} = y_{16} + y_{20} * T_2; \]
\[ y_{25} = y_{17} + y_{21} * T_2; \]
\[ y_{26} = y_{12}[i] - R_s * (L_r * y_{22} - M * y_{23}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{27} = (-1) * R_r * (L_s * y_{23} - M * y_{22}) * Q - y_{40}[i-1] * y_{25}; \]
\[ y_{28} = y_{13}[i] - R_s * (L_r * y_{24} - M * y_{25}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{29} = (-1) * R_r * (L_s * y_{25} - M * y_{24}) * Q + y_{40}[i-1] * y_{23}; \]
\[ y_{30} = y_{14} + T_2 * (y_{18} + y_{26}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{31} = y_{15} + T_2 * (y_{19} + y_{27}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{32} = y_{16} + T_2 * (y_{20} + y_{28}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{33} = y_{17} + T_2 * (y_{21} + y_{29}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{14} = y_{30}; \]
\[ y_{15} = y_{31}; \]
\[ y_{16} = y_{32}; \]
\[ y_{17} = y_{33}; \]
\[ y_{34}[i] = (L_r * y_{30} - M * y_{31}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{35}[i] = (L_s * y_{31} - M * y_{30}) * Q; \]
\[ y_{36}[i] = (L_r \cdot y_{32} - M \cdot y_{33}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{37}[i] = (L_s \cdot y_{33} - M \cdot y_{32}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ n = \sqrt{y_{31} \cdot y_{31} + y_{33} \cdot y_{33}}; \]
\[ \phi = n \cdot \sin(y_{33}/n); \]
\[ y_{38}[i] = 3 \cdot M \cdot (y_{36}[i] \cdot y_{35}[i] - y_{34}[i] \cdot y_{37}[i]); \]
\[ y_{39} = (y_{38}[i] - TL) \cdot N_p; \]
\[ y_{40}[i] = T_2 \cdot y_{39} / (T_2 \cdot D + J) + J \cdot y_{40}[i-1] / (T_2 \cdot D + J); \]
\[ y_{41}[i] = y_{36}[i] \cdot \cos(y_{11}[i]) - y_{34}[i] \cdot \sin(y_{11}[i]); \]
\[ y_{42}[i] = y_{34}[i] \cdot \cos(y_{11}[i]) + y_{36}[i] \cdot \sin(y_{11}[i]); \]
\[ U_T[i] = y_{13}[i] - y_{36}[i] \cdot R_s; \]
\[ U_{T1}[i] = y_{12}[i] - y_{34}[i] \cdot R_s; \]
\[ S[i] = (U_T[i] + U_T[i-1]) \cdot T_2 / 2 + S[i-1]; \]
\[ S_1[i] = (U_{T1}[i] + U_{T1}[i-1]) \cdot T_2 / 2 + S_1[i-1]; \]
\[ T_M[i] = 3 \cdot (S_1[i] \cdot y_{36}[i] - S[i] \cdot y_{34}[i]); \]

```
if (i<T5)  // Flux orientation control

    {TR=0, Si=0, c=0, e[i-1]=0, p[i-1]=0;}
else {

    TR=3*M*6.83*y5[i]/0.585652-TM[i];
    S_i=TR*4/(3*N_p*M*(y41[i]*y41[i]-y42[i]*y42[i]));
    if (S_i>0.75)
        {Si=0.75;}
    else {Si=Si;}
    c=0.5*asin(S_i);
    e[i]=0-c; p[i]=0.2*e[i]; /* The controller may be PI or PID */
```
R=0.45+p[i];
}

fprintf(fp,"%f %f %f %f %f %f\n",y40[i],y38[i],y41[i],y42[i],
y34[i],y36[i],y12[i],y13[i],phai);

t=t+T2;
}
Appendix-A2 [6]

This parameters are used in the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rated power</td>
<td>1 KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rated speed</td>
<td>1710 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of poles</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rs</td>
<td>0.49 Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rr</td>
<td>0.45 Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ls</td>
<td>0.0388 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr</td>
<td>0.0354 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.0354 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total inertia J</td>
<td>0.024 Nm s/rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix-B1

This program is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
main( )
{  FILE *fp;
    int i, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=3, Kp=8, T6, T7;
    float Rs=2.0, Ls=0.235, Lr=0.234, Lb=0.0021,
         J=0.051, D=0.0011, R=2.1,n,RS,
         Rr, t, Ws, Is, T2, TL, N1, N2, Kd, Kq, Ki, K1, K2,
         Ka, Q, y1, y2, y9, y14, y15, y16, y17, y18, y19, y20, y21,
         y22, y23, y24, y25, y26, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
         y39, y3[50010], y4[50010], y5[50010], y6[50010], y7[50010],
         y8[50010], y10[50010], y11[50010], y12[50010], y13[50010],
         y34[50010], y35[50010], y36[50010], UT1[50010], S1[50010],
         y37[50010], y38[50010], y39[50010], UT[50010], TM[50010],
         y41[50010], y42[50010], Ud[50010], Uq[50010], V[50010],
         U[50010], X[50010], Ta[50010], ph[50010], S[50010],
         R2[50010], R3[50010], R4[50010], Ia[50010];
    printf("Enter input T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7\n");
    scanf("%d %d %d %d %d", &T, &T3, &T4, &T5, &T6, &T7);
    printf("T=%d,T3=%d,T4=%d,T5=%d,T6=%d,T7=%d\n", T, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7);
}``
printf("Enter input T2, TL, N1, N2\n");
scanf("%f %f %f %f", &T2, &TL, &N1, &N2);
printf("T2=%f, TL=%f, N1=%f, N2=%f,\n", T2, TL, N1, N2);
i=1; Kd=3; Kq=6; Rr=2.1; Ki=0.0007; Ka=0.01; K1=0.01;
K2=0.01;
Q=1.0/(Ls*Lr-M*M);
y14=0; y15=0; y16=0; y17=0; y24=0; y25=0; y26=0; y27=0; y28=0;
y29=0; y30=0; y31=0; y32=0; S[i]=0; S1[i]=0; R2[i]=2.1;
y3[i]=0; y4[i]=0; y5[i]=0; y6[i]=0; y7[i]=0; y8[i]=0; y10[i]=0;
y11[i]=0; y12[i]=0; y13[i]=0; y35[i]=0; y36[i]=0; y37[i]=0;
y38[i]=0; y40[i]=0; y41[i]=0; y42[i]=0; UT[i]=0; TM[i]=0;
if (! (fp=fopen("vd.d","wb")))
{
  printf("cannot open file\n");
  exit(1);
}

while (t<=T)
{
  i=i+1;
  if (i>T3)
    TL=5;
  else TL=0;
  if (i>T6)
    TL=2;
  
  ...
else TL=TL;

if (i>T4)
    Rr=(0.47)*(t-3)*(t-3)+0.1;  * Rotor resistance variations *
else Rr=Rr;
y1=N1;  y2=N2;
if (i>T7)
    y2=1;
else y2=N2;
y3[i]=y1-y42[i-1];
y4[i]=y2-y40[i-1]*0.027922;
y5[i]=Kp*(y4[i]-y4[i-1])+Kp*Ki*y4[i]+y5[i-1];
y6[i]=Kd*(y3[i]-y3[i-1])+Kd*Ki*y3[i]+y6[i-1];
if (y5[i]>10)
    y5[i]=10;
else if (y5[i]<(-10))
    y5[i]=(-10);
else y5[i]=Kp*(y4[i]-y4[i-1])+Kp*Ki*y4[i]+y5[i-1];
y7[i]=y5[i]-y41[i-1];
y8[i]=Kq*(y7[i]-y7[i-1])+Kq*K2*y7[i]+y8[i-1];
y9=y5[i]*R/(y1*Lr);
y10[i]=y9+y40[i-1];
y11[i]=(y10[i]+y10[i-1])*T2/2+y11[i-1];
Ud[i]=y6[i]-(Ls-(M*M/Lr))*y10[i]*y41[i-1]/30;  * Feed-forward controller *
Uq[i]=y8[i]+Ls*y10[i]*y42[i-1]/30;
y12[i] = (Ud[i] * cos(y11[i]) - Uq[i] * sin(y11[i])) * 30;
y13[i] = (Ud[i] * sin(y11[i]) + Uq[i] * cos(y11[i])) * 30;
y18 = y12[i] - Rs*(Lr*y14-M*y15)*Q;
y19 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y15-M*y14)*Q - y40[i-1]*y17;
y20 = y13[i] - Rs*(Lr*y16-M*y17)*Q;
y21 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y17-M*y16)*Q + y40[i-1]*y15;
y22 = y14 + y18 + T2;
y23 = y15 + y19 + T2;
y24 = y16 + y20 + T2;
y25 = y17 + y21 + T2;
y26 = y12[i] - Rs*(Lr*y22-M*y23)*Q;
y27 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y23-M*y22)*Q - y40[i-1]*y25;
y28 = y13[i] - Rs*(Lr*y24-M*y25)*Q;
y29 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y25-M*y24)*Q + y40[i-1]*y23;
y30 = y14 + T2*(y18 + y26)/2;
y31 = y15 + T2*(y19 + y27)/2;
y32 = y16 + T2*(y20 + y28)/2;
y33 = y17 + T2*(y21 + y29)/2;
y14 = y30; y15 = y31; y16 = y32; y17 = y33;
y34[i] = (Lr*y30-M*y31)*Q;
y35[i] = (Ls*y31-M*y30)*Q;
y36[i] = (Lr*y32-M*y33)*Q;
y37[i] = (Ls*y33-M*y32)*Q;
n = sqrt(y31*y31 + y33*y33);
\begin{verbatim}
y38[i] = 4.5*N*(y36[i]*y35[i] - y34[i]*y37[i]);
y39 = (y38[i] - TL)*Np;
y40[i] = T2*y39/(T2*D+J) + J*y40[i-1]/(T2*D+J);
y41[i] = y36[i]*cos(y11[i]) - y34[i]*sin(y11[i]);
y42[i] = y34[i]*cos(y11[i]) + y36[i]*sin(y11[i]);
fprintf(fp, "%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n", y40[i], y38[i], y41[i], y42[i], y34[i], y36[i], y12[i], y13[i], n);
    t = t + T2;
}
\end{verbatim}
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This parameters are used in the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

| Parameter          | Value  
|--------------------|--------
| Rated power        | 5 KW   
| Number of poles    | 6      
| Rs                 | 2 Ohm  
| Rr                 | 2.1 Ohm
| Ls                 | 0.235 H
| Lr                 | 0.234 H
| M                  | 0.224 H
| Total inertia J    | 0.32 Kg m

Appendix-C1

This program run in Transputer 1 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Time
#undef SetTime
main( )
{ FILE *fp;
  int i=1, j=1, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=2, T6, T7, z,
      ProcToHigh(void), Kp=8, start, end;

  float

    R=0.45, n, Rr, TL, N1, N2, y40a, y40, y18, y41, y42, t,
    Ud, Uq, y1, y2, y9, ya, w1, w2,
    y3, y3a, y4a, y4, y5a, y5, y7, y7a, y8a, y8, y10a, y10,
    y42a, y, y41a, Kd, Kq, Ki, K1, K2, T2, y11, Ka, y6a, y6,
    Rs=0.49, Ls=0.0388, Lr=0.0354, Lb=0.0021, M=0.0354,
    J=0.024, D=0.0011, Si, o, ua, Ws, Is,
    Q, y14, y15, y16, y17, y19, y20, y21, y22,
    y23, y24, y25, y26, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
    y39, y12, y13, y34, y35, y36, y37, y38, TR,
    S1a, UT1a, y34a, y36a, S, Sa=0, UT1, S1, UT, TM, V,
    UTa=0, Ia, e, p, x;
```
printf("Enter input T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7\n");
scanf("%d %d %d %d %d %d","&:T, &:T3, &:T4, &:T5, &:T6, &:T7");
printf("T=%d, T3=%d, T4=%d, T5=%d, T6=%d, T7=%d\n", T, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7);
printf("Enter input T2, TL, N1, N2\n");
scanf("%f %f %f %f","&:T2, &:TL, &:N1, &:N2");
printf("T2=%f, TL=%f, N1=%f, N2=%f\n", T2, TL, N1, N2);
if (!(fp=fopen("ud.d","wb")))
{printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(1);}
Chan0ut(LINK10UT, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
Chan0ut(LINK10UT, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
Chan0ut(LINK10UT, (char*) &T3, sizeof(T3));
Chan0ut(LINK10UT, (char*) &T4, sizeof(T4));
Chan0ut(LINK10UT, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T6, sizeof(T6));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &TL, sizeof(TL));
ProcToHigh();
t=0;
while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(o);
    i=i+1;
y2=N2; y1=N1;
    if (i>T7)
        y2=3;
    else
        y2=N2;
    if (j<6)
        {j=j+1;}
    else {
        ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y40a, sizeof(y40a));
        j=1; }
    ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y34a, sizeof(y34a));
    ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y36a, sizeof(y36a));
y4=y2-y40a*0.027922;
y5=Kp*(y4-y4a)+Kp*Ki*y4+y5a;
y4a=y4;
    if (y5>10)
        y5=10;
else if (y5<(-10))
    y5=(-10);
else
    y5=y5;
y9=y5*R/(y1*Lr);
y5a=y5;
y10=y9+y40a;
y=(y10+y10a)*T2/2+ya;
y10a=y10;
y11=y;
yα=y;
w1=sin(y11);
w2=cos(y11);
y41a=y36a*w2-y34a*w1;
y42a=y34a*w2+y36a*w1;
y3=y1-y42a*0.585652;
y6=Kd*(y3-y3a)+Kd*K1*y3+y6a;
y3a=y3;
y6a=y6;
y7=y5-y41a*0.585652;
y8=Kq*(y7-y7a)+Kq*K2*y7+y8a;
y7a=y7;y8a=y8;
start = Time();
end = Time();
z= end - start;
\[ y_{12} = (y_6 \cdot v_2 - y_8 \cdot w_1) \cdot 30; \]
\[ y_{13} = (y_6 \cdot w_1 + y_8 \cdot w_2) \cdot 30; \]
\[ \text{ChanOut(LINK10UT, (char*) } \& y_{12}, \text{sizeof}(y_{12})); \]
\[ \text{ChanOut(LINK10UT, (char*) } \& y_{13}, \text{sizeof}(y_{13})); \]
\[ \text{UT} = y_{13} - y_{36a} \cdot Rs; \]
\[ \text{UT1} = y_{12} - y_{34a} \cdot Rs; \]
\[ S = (\text{UT} + \text{UTa}) \cdot T_2 / 2 + S_a; \]
\[ S_1 = (\text{UT1} + \text{UT1a}) \cdot T_2 / 2 + S_{1a}; \]
\[ \text{TM} = 3 \cdot (y_{36a} \cdot S - y_{34a}); \]
\[ S_a = S; \text{UTa} = \text{UT}; \text{UT1a} = \text{UT1}; S_{1a} = S_1; \]
\[ \text{if } (i < T_5) \]
\[ \{ \text{TR} = 0, \text{Si} = 0, o = 0, e = 0, p = 0; \} \]
\[ \text{else } \{ \]
\[ \text{TR} = 3 \cdot M \cdot 6.83 \cdot y_{5a} / 0.585652 - \text{TM}; \]
\[ \text{Si} = \text{TR} \cdot 4 / (3 \cdot N_p \cdot M \cdot (y_{41a} \cdot y_{41a} - y_{42a} \cdot y_{42a})); \]
\[ \text{if } (\text{Si} > 0.75) \]
\[ \{ \text{Si} = 0.75; \} \]
\[ \text{else } \{ \text{Si} = \text{Si}; \} \]
\[ o = 0.5 \cdot \text{asin(Si)}; \]
\[ e = 0 - o; p = 0.2 \cdot e; \]
\[ R = \text{Rr} + p; \]
\[ \} \]
\[ \text{printf("difftime=\%d\n",z); } \]
\[ \text{ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) } \& \text{Rr, sizeof}(\text{Rr}); \)
fprintf(fp,"%f %f %f %f\n", y40a, y41a, y42a, y34a, Rr);

t=t+12;

}
Appendix-C2

This program run in Transputer 2 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Time
#undef SetTime
main()
{
    int i=1,j=1,Np=2,T,T6,T3,T4,T5;
    float Rs=0.49, Ls=0.0388, Lr=0.0354, Lb=0.0021, M=0.0354,
         J=0.024, D=0.0011, TR, Si, o, ua, R=0.45, n, Ws, Is,
         T2, w2, Q, y14, y15, y16, y17, y18, y19, y20, y21,
         y23,y24, y25,y26, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
         y39, y11, y12, y13, y34, y35, y36, y37, y38, y40, t,
         y40a, y41, y41a, y42, y42a, Rr, y34a, y36a, TL, y22;
    y14=0; y15=0; y16=0; y17=0; y24=0; y25=0; y26=0;
    y27=0; y28=0; y29=0; y30=0; y31=0; y32=0; y40a=0;
    y41a=0; y42a=0; y12=0; y13=0; y35=0; y36=0; y37=0;
    t=0; Rr=0.45; Q=1.0/(Ls*Lr-M*M); y34a=0; y36a=0;
    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &T,sizeof(T));
    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &T2,sizeof(T2));
    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &T3,sizeof(T3));
```
while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(0);
    i=i+1;
    if (j<6)
    {j=j+1;}
    else {
        ChanOut(LINKOOUT, (char*) &y40a,sizeof(y40a));
        j=1; }
    ChanOut(LINKOOUT, (char*) &y34a,sizeof(y34a));
    ChanOut(LINKOOUT, (char*) &y36a,sizeof(y36a));
    ChanIn(LINKOIN, (char*) &y12,sizeof(y12));
    ChanIn(LINKOIN, (char*) &y13,sizeof(y13));
    if (i<T5) {Rr=0.45;}
    else { Rr=0.08*(t-3)*(t-3)+0.125;}
y18=y12-Rs*(Lr*y14-M*y15)*Q;
y19=(-1)*Rr*(Ls*y15-M*y14)*Q-y40a*y17;
y20=y13-Rs*(Lr*y16-M*y17)*Q;
y21=(-1)*Rr*(Ls*y17-M*y16)*Q+y40a*y15;
y22=y14+y18*T2;
\[ y_{23} = y_{15} + y_{19} \cdot T_2; \]
\[ y_{24} = y_{16} + y_{20} \cdot T_2; \]
\[ y_{25} = y_{17} + y_{21} \cdot T_2; \]
\[ y_{26} = y_{12} - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{22} - M \cdot y_{23}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{27} = (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{23} - M \cdot y_{22}) \cdot Q - y_{40a} \cdot y_{25}; \]
\[ y_{28} = y_{13} - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{24} - M \cdot y_{25}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{29} = (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{25} - M \cdot y_{24}) \cdot Q + y_{40a} \cdot y_{23}; \]
\[ y_{30} = y_{14} + T_2 \cdot (y_{18} + y_{26}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{31} = y_{15} + T_2 \cdot (y_{19} + y_{27}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{32} = y_{16} + T_2 \cdot (y_{20} + y_{28}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{33} = y_{17} + T_2 \cdot (y_{21} + y_{29}) / 2; \]
\[ y_{14} = y_{30}; \ y_{15} = y_{31}; \ y_{16} = y_{32}; \ y_{17} = y_{33}; \]
\[ y_{34} = (L_r \cdot y_{30} - M \cdot y_{31}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{35} = (L_s \cdot y_{31} - M \cdot y_{30}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{36} = (L_r \cdot y_{32} - M \cdot y_{33}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ y_{36a} = y_{36}; \ y_{34a} = y_{34}; \]
\[ y_{37} = (L_s \cdot y_{33} - M \cdot y_{32}) \cdot Q; \]
\[ n = \sqrt{y_{31} \cdot y_{31} + y_{33} \cdot y_{33}}; \]
\[ y_{38} = 3 \cdot M \cdot (y_{36} \cdot y_{35} - y_{34} \cdot y_{37}); \]
\[ \text{if } (i < T3) \{ \text{TL = 0;} \} \]
\[ \text{else } \{ \text{TL = 2;} \} \]
\[ y_{39} = (y_{38} - \text{TL}) \cdot N_p; \]
\[ y_{40} = T_2 \cdot y_{39} / (T_2 \cdot D + J) + J \cdot y_{40a} / (T_2 \cdot D + J); \]
\[ y_{40a} = y_{40}; \]
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &R, sizeof(R));

t=t+T2;

}
Appendix-D1

This program run in Transputer 1 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor in parallel processing environment.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Time
#undef SetTime

main( )
{
    FILE *fp;
    int i=1, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=2, T6, T7, z, z1, z2,
        ProcToHigh(void), start, end;
    float
        R=0.45, n, Rr, T2, TL, N1, N2, y12, y13, y5, y8, y34,
        y40a, y11, y38, y40, y18, y41a, y42a, t;

    printf("Enter input T1 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7
" );
    scanf("Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d Y.d" , &T, &T3, &T4, &T5, &T6, &T7);
    printf("T1=Y.d, T3=Y.d, T4=Y.d, T5=Y.d, T6=Y.d, T7=Y.d
",
        T, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7);

    printf("Enter input T2, TL, N1, N2
" );
    scanf("Y.f Y.f Y.f Y.f", &T2, &TL, &N1, &N2);
    printf("T2=Y.f, TL=Y.f, N1=Y.f, N2=Y.f
",
        T2, TL, N1, N2);

    if (!fp=fopen("ud.d","wb"))
        {printf("cannot open file
" );
    }
```
exit(1);
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T7, sizeof(T7));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &N1, sizeof(N1));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &N2, sizeof(N2));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T3, sizeof(T3));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T4, sizeof(T4));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &T6, sizeof(T6));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &TL, sizeof(TL));
ChanOut(LINK3OUT, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));
ChanOut(LINK3OUT, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
ChanOut(LINK3OUT, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
t=0;
ProcToHigh();
while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(0);
    i=i+1;
    ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &z, sizeof(z));
```c
printf("difftime=%d\n", z);
Chanln(LINK1IN, (char*) &z1, sizeof(z1));
printf(" difftime=%d\n", z1);
Chanln(LINK3IN, (char*) &y41a, sizeof(y41a));
Chanln(LINK3IN, (char*) &y42a, sizeof(y42a));
Chanln(LINK2IN, (char*) &y40, sizeof(y40));
Chanln(LINK2IN, (char*) &y38, sizeof(y38));
Chanln(LINK2IN, (char*) &y34, sizeof(y34));
Chanln(LINK2IN, (char*) &n, sizeof(n));
Chanln(LINK2IN, (char*) &Rr, sizeof(Rr));
if (i<T5) {R=0.45;}
else { Chanln(LINK3IN, (char*) &R, sizeof(R));}
Chanln(LINK3IN, (char*) &z2, sizeof(z2));
printf(" difftime=%d\n", z2);
fprintf(fp,"%f\n", y41a);
t=t+T2;
}
```
Appendix-D2

This program run in Transputer 2 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor in parallel processing environment.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Time
#undef SetTime

main()
{
    int i=1, j=1, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=2, Kp=8, T6, T7, z,
    z1,ProcToHigh(void),start,end;

    float
    t, T2, TL, N1, N2, Ud, Uq, y1, y2, y9, ya, w1, w2, y36,
    y3, y3a, y4a, y4, y5a, y5, y7, y7a, y8a, y8, y10a, y10,
    y11, y12, y13, y34, R, Lr, Ki, y38, y40a, y40, y6, y41a, y41,
    y42a, y42, y;
    y41a=0; y42a=0; t=0; y40a=0; y=0; y4a=0; y10a=0; y5a=0;
    Ki=0.003; Lr=0.0354; R=0.45;

    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &T7, sizeof(T7));
    ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &N1, sizeof(N1));
```
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &N2, sizeof(N2));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &N1, sizeof(N1));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &N2, sizeof(N2));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T, sizeof(T));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T2, sizeof(T2));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T7, sizeof(T7));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &T5, sizeof(T5));

ProcToHigh();

while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(0);
    i=i+1;
    start = Time();
    y2=N2; y1=N1;
    if (i>T7)
        y2=3;
    else
        y2=N2;
    ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &y4a, sizeof(y4a));
    y4=y2-y4a*0.027922;
    y5=Kp*(y4-y4a)+Kp*Ki*y4+y5a;
    y4a=y4;
    if (y5>10)
y5=10;
else if (y5<(-10))
    y5=(-10);
else
    y5=y5;
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y5,sizeof(y5));
y9=y5*R/(y1*Lr);
y5a=y5;
y10=y9+y40a;
y=(y10+y10a)*T2/2+ya;
y10a=y10;
y11=y;
ya=y;
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y11,sizeof(y11));
w1=sin(y11);
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &w1,sizeof(w1));
end = Time();
z= end - start;
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &z,sizeof(z));
ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &z1,sizeof(z1));
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &z1,sizeof(z1));
t=t+T2;
}
Appendix-D3

This program run in Transputer 3 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor in parallel processing environment.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Ti
#undef S

main( )
{
    int i,T,T7,T5,start,end,ProcToHigh(void),
    j=1,Kp=8,z,z1;

    float N1,N2, Kd, Kq, Ki, K1, K2,t,T2,y11,y34a,y36a,
    Ka, y1, y41,y41a,y42,y42a,y7,y7a,y8,y8a,y5,
    y3,y3a, y6a,y6,y2,y4,y4a,y5a,ya,Lr,y40a,
    y10,y10a,y,R,y9,w1,w2,y12,y13;
    Kd=0.8; Kq=0.6; Ki=0.003; Ka=0.01; K1=0.01;
    K2=0.01;y4a=0;y42a=0; y7a=0;y8a=0;y4a=0;
    y5a=0;y3a=0; y6a=0;Lr=0.0354;y10a=0;R=0.45;
    ya=0;y34a=0;y36a=0;v1=0;v2=0;t=0;
    ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &N1,sizeof(N1));
    ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &N2,sizeof(N2));
}```
ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &T,sizeof(T));
ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &T2,sizeof(T2));
ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &T7,sizeof(T7));
ChanIn(LINKOIN,(char*) &T5,sizeof(T5));

ProcToHigh();

while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(0);
    i=i+1;
    if  (j!=51)
        {j=j+1;}
    else  {
        ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &y34a,sizeof(y34a));
        ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &y36a,sizeof(y36a));
        j=1;  }
    start = Time();
    y41=y36a*w2-y34a*w1;
    y42=y34a*w2+y36a*w1;
    y41a=y41;y42a=y42;
    y1=N1;
    y3=y1-y42a*0.585652;
    y6=Kd* (y3-y3a)+Kd*K1*y3+y6a;
    y3a=y3;
    y6a=y6;
ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &y5,sizeof(y5));
y7=y5-y41a*0.585652;
y8=Kq*(y7-y7a)+Kq*K2*y7+y8a;
y7a=y7;y8a=y8;
ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &y11,sizeof(y11));
v2=cos(y11);
ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &w1,sizeof(w1));
y12=(y6*w2-y8*w1)*30;
y13=(y6*w1+y8*w2)*30;
end = Time();
z1=end-start;
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &z1,sizeof(z1));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y12,sizeof(y12));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y13,sizeof(y13));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y41a,sizeof(y41a));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y42a,sizeof(y42a));
ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y5,sizeof(y5));
if (i<T5)
    {R=0.45;}
else
    {ChanIn(LINK1IN,(char*) &R,sizeof(R));}
t=t+T2;
}
Appendix-D4

This program run in Transputer 4 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor in parallel processing environment.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Time
#undef SetTime

main( )
{
    int i=1,j=1,Np=2,T,T6,T3,T4,T5,ProcToHigh(void),start,
    end,z;

    float Rs=0.49, Ls=0.0388, Lr=0.0354, Lb=0.0021, M=0.0354,
    J=0.024, D=0.0011, TR, Si,o,ua,R=0.45,n,Ws, Is, TL,
    T2,w2, Q, y14, y15, y16, y17, y18,y19, y20, y21,y22,
    y23,y24, y25,y26, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
    y39, y11, y12, y13,y34,y35,y36,y37, y38, y40,t,y40a,
    y41,y41a, y42,y42a,Rr,y34a,y36a;
    y14=0; y15=0; y16=0; y17=0; y24=0; y25=0; y26=0;
    y27=0; y28=0; y29=0; y30=0; y31=0; y32=0;y40a=0;
    y41a=0;y42a=0;y12=0;y13=0;y34a=0;y36a=0;y37=0;t=0;
    Rr=0.45; Q=1.0/(Ls*Lr-M*M);
    ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T,sizeof(T));
```
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T2,sizeof(T2));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T3,sizeof(T3));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T4,sizeof(T4));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T5,sizeof(T5));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T6,sizeof(T6));
ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &TL,sizeof(TL));

ProcToHigh();

while (t<=T)
{
    SetTime(0);
    i=i+1;
    if  (j!=51)
        {j=j+1;}
    else {
        ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y34a,sizeof(y34a));
        ChanOut(LINK1OUT, (char*) &y36a,sizeof(y36a));
        j=1;  }
    ChanOut(LINK3OUT, (char*) &y40a,sizeof(y40a));
    ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y12,sizeof(y12));
    ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y13,sizeof(y13));
    if (i<T5) {Rr=0.45;}
    else { Rr=0.08*(t-3)*(t-3)+0.125;}
    y18=y12-Rs*(Lr*y14-M*y15)*Q;
    y19=(-1)*Rr*(Ls*y15-M*y14)*Q-y40a*y17;
```plaintext
y20 = y13 - Rs*(Lr*y16 - M*y17)*Q;
y21 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y17 - M*y16)*Q + y40a*y15;
y22 = y14 + y18*T2;
y23 = y15 + y19*T2;
y24 = y16 + y20*T2;
y25 = y17 + y21*T2;
y26 = y12 - Rs*(Lr*y22 - M*y23)*Q;
y27 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y23 - M*y22)*Q - y40a*y25;
y28 = y13 - Rs*(Lr*y24 - M*y25)*Q;
y29 = (-1)*Rr*(Ls*y25 - M*y24)*Q + y40a*y23;
y30 = y14 + T2*(y18 + y26)/2;
y31 = y15 + T2*(y19 + y27)/2;
y32 = y16 + T2*(y20 + y28)/2;
y33 = y17 + T2*(y21 + y29)/2;
y14 = y30; y15 = y31; y16 = y32; y17 = y33;
y34 = (Lr*y30 - M*y31)*Q;
y35 = (Ls*y31 - M*y30)*Q;
y36 = (Lr*y32 - M*y33)*Q;
y37 = (Ls*y33 - M*y32)*Q;
y34a = y34; y36a = y36;
n = sqrt(y31*y31 + y33*y33);
y38 = 3*M*(y36*y35 - y34*y37);
if (i < T3) {TL = 0;}
else {TL = 2;}
```
\[ y_{39} = (y_{38} - TL) \times Np; \]
\[ y_{40} = T_2 \times \frac{y_{39}}{(T_2 \times D + J)} + J \times y_{40a} / (T_2 \times D + J); \]
\[ y_{40a} = y_{40}; \]
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &y36, sizeof(y36));
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &y34, sizeof(y34));
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &y13, sizeof(y13));
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &y12, sizeof(y12));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y40, sizeof(y40));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y38, sizeof(y38));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y34, sizeof(y34));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &n, sizeof(n));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &Rr, sizeof(Rr));
\[ t = t + T_2; \]
Appendix-D5

This program run in Transputer 5 is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor in parallel processing environment.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conc.h>
#undef Tiae
#undef SetTime
main( )
{
  int  i=1,T,T5,ProcToHigh(void),start,end,z,z2;
  float Rs=0.49,Ls=0.0388,Lr=0.0354,M=0.0354,TR,Si,o,ua,
  R=0.45,n,Rr,Ws, Is,Ka,Np,S1a,y5a,y41a,y42a,UT1a,
  y12, y13,S,Sa=0,y34, y36, UT1,S1,t,T2, UT,TM,V,
  UTa=0,Ia, y,e,p;
  S=0;S1a=0;e=0;p=0;y12=0;y13=0;y36=0;y34=0;S1=0;
  UT1;UT1a=0;UT=0;TM=0;Rr=0.45;t=0;
  ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T5,sizeof(T5));
  ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T,sizeof(T));
  ChanIn(LINK2IN, (char*) &T2,sizeof(T2));
  ProcToHigh();
  while (t<=T)
  {
    ...
  }
```
SetTime(0);

i=i+1;

ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &y41a,sizeof(y41a));
ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &y42a,sizeof(y42a));
ChanIn(LINK0IN, (char*) &y5a,sizeof(y5a));
ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y36,sizeof(y36));
ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y34,sizeof(y34));
ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y13,sizeof(y13));
ChanIn(LINK1IN, (char*) &y12,sizeof(y12));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y41a,sizeof(y41a));
ChanOut(LINK2OUT, (char*) &y42a,sizeof(y42a));

start = Time();

UT=y13-y36*Rs;
UT1=y12-y34*Rs;
S=(UT+UTa)*T2/2+Sa;
S1=(UT1+UT1a)*T2/2+S1a;
TM=3*(S1*y36-S*y34);
Sa=S;UTa=UT;UT1a=UT1;S1a=S1;

if (i<T5)
    {TR=0, Si=0, o=0, e=0, p=0;}
else {
    TR=3*M*6.83*y5a/0.585652-TM;
    Si=TR*4/(3*Np*M*(y41a+y41a-y42a*y42a));
    if (Si>0.75)
\{Si=0.75;\}

else \{Si=Si;\}

c=0.5*asin(Si);

e=0-c; p=0.2*e;

R=0.45+p;   /* The controller may be PI or PID */
ChanOut(LINK0OUT, (char*) &R,sizeof(R));
ChanOut(LINK20UT, (char*) &R,sizeof(R));
}

end = Time();

z2=end-start;

ChanOut(LINK20UT, (char*) &z2,sizeof(z2));

\{t=t+T2;\}

\}
Appendix-E

This program is designed for the simulation of indirect field-oriented control of AC induction motor.

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
main( )
{
    FILE *fp;
    int i, T3, T4, T5, T, Np=2, Kp=8, T6, T7;
    float Rs=0.49, Ls=0.0388, Lr=0.0354, Lb=0.0021, M=0.0354,
         J=0.024, D=0.0011, R=0.45,
         Rr, t, Ws, Is, T2, TL, N1, N2, Kd, Kq, Ks, K1, K2,
         Ka, Q, y1, y2, y9, y14, y15, y16, y17, y18, y19, y20, y21,
         y22, y23, y24, y25, y27, y28, y29, y30, y31, y32, y33,
         y39, y3[50010], y4[50010], y5[50010], y6[50010], y7[50010],
         y8[50010], y10[50010], y11[50010], y12[50010], y13[50010],
         y34[50010], y35[50010], y36[50010], UT1[50010], S1[50010],
         y37[50010], y38[50010], y40[50010], UT[50010], TM[50010],
         y41[50010], y42[50010], Ud[50010], Uq[50010], V[50010],
         U[50010], X[50010], Ta[50010], ph[50010], S[50010],
         R2[50010], R3[50010], R4[50010], Ia[50010];
    printf("Enter input T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7\n");
    scanf("%d %d %d %d %d %d", &T, &T3, &T4, &T5, &T6, &T7);
```
printf("T=\%d,T3=\%d,T4=\%d,T5=\%d,T6=\%d,T7=\%d\n",T,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7);
printf("Enter input T2,TL,N1,N2\n");
scanf("%f %f %f %f",&T2,&TL,&N1,&N2);
printf("T2=\%f,TL=\%f,N1=\%f,N2=\%f\n",T2,TL,N1,N2);
i=1; Kd=0.8; Kq=0.6; Rr=0.45; Ki=0.003; Ka=0.01; K1=0.01;
K2=0.01;
Q=1.0/(Ls*Lr-M*M);
y14=0; y15=0; y16=0; y17=0; y24=0; y25=0; y26=0; y27=0; y28=0;
y29=0; y30=0; y31=0; y32=0; S[i]=0; S1[i]=0; R2[i]=0.45;
y3[i]=0; y4[i]=0; y5[i]=0; y6[i]=0; y7[i]=0; y8[i]=0; y10[i]=0;
y11[i]=0; y12[i]=0; y13[i]=0; y35[i]=0; y36[i]=0; y37[i]=0;
y38[i]=0; y40[i]=0; y41[i]=0; y42[i]=0; UT[i]=0; TM[i]=0;
if (! (fp=fopen("ua.d","wb")))
    {printf("cannot open file\n");
     exit(1);
    }

t=0;
while (t<=T)
{
    i=i+1;
    X[i]=t;
    if (i>T3)
        TL=2;
    else TL=0;
    if (i>T6)
TL=4;
else TL=IL;
if (i>T4)
  Rr=0.08*(t-3)*(t-3)+0.125;
else Rr=Rr;
y1=N1;  y2=N2;
if (i>T7)
  y2=3;
else y2=N2;
y3[i]=y1-y42[i-1]*0.585652;
y4[i]=y2-y40[i-1]*0.027922;
y5[i]=Kp*(y4[i]-y4[i-1])+Kp*Ki*y4[i]+y5[i-1];
y6[i]=Kd*(y3[i]-y3[i-1])+Kd*K1*y3[i]+y6[i-1];
if (y5[i]>10)
  y5[i]=10;
else y5[i]=Kp*(y4[i]-y4[i-1])+Kp*Ki*y4[i]+y5[i-1];
if (y5[i]<-10)
  y5[i]=-10;
else y5[i]=Kp*(y4[i]-y4[i-1])+Kp*Ki*y4[i]+y5[i-1];
y7[i]=y5[i]-y41[i-1]*0.585652;
y8[i]=Kq*(y7[i]-y7[i-1])+Kq*K2*y7[i]+y8[i-1];
y9=y5[i]*R/(y1*Lr);
y10[i]=y9+y40[i-1];
y11[i]=(y10[i]+y10[i-1])*T2/2+y11[i-1];
\[ \begin{align*}
U_d[i] &= y_6[i]; \\
U_q[i] &= y_8[i]; \\
y_{12}[i] &= (U_d[i] \cdot \cos(y_{11}[i]) - U_q[i] \cdot \sin(y_{11}[i])) \cdot 30; \\
y_{13}[i] &= (U_d[i] \cdot \sin(y_{11}[i]) + U_q[i] \cdot \cos(y_{11}[i])) \cdot 30; \\
y_{18} &= y_{12}[i] - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{14} - M \cdot y_{15}) \cdot Q; \\
y_{19} &= (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{15} - M \cdot y_{14}) \cdot Q - y_{40}[i-1] \cdot y_{17}; \\
y_{20} &= y_{13}[i] - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{16} - M \cdot y_{17}) \cdot Q; \\
y_{21} &= (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{17} - M \cdot y_{16}) \cdot Q + y_{40}[i-1] \cdot y_{15}; \\
y_{22} &= y_{14} + y_{18} \cdot T_2; \\
y_{23} &= y_{15} + y_{19} \cdot T_2; \\
y_{24} &= y_{16} + y_{20} \cdot T_2; \\
y_{25} &= y_{17} + y_{21} \cdot T_2; \\
y_{26} &= y_{12}[i] - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{22} - M \cdot y_{23}) \cdot Q; \\
y_{27} &= (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{23} - M \cdot y_{22}) \cdot Q - y_{40}[i-1] \cdot y_{25}; \\
y_{28} &= y_{13}[i] - R_s \cdot (L_r \cdot y_{24} - M \cdot y_{25}) \cdot Q; \\
y_{29} &= (-1) \cdot R_r \cdot (L_s \cdot y_{25} - M \cdot y_{24}) \cdot Q + y_{40}[i-1] \cdot y_{23}; \\
y_{30} &= y_{14} \cdot T_2 \cdot (y_{18} + y_{26}) / 2; \\
y_{31} &= y_{15} \cdot T_2 \cdot (y_{19} + y_{27}) / 2; \\
y_{32} &= y_{16} \cdot T_2 \cdot (y_{20} + y_{28}) / 2; \\
y_{33} &= y_{17} \cdot T_2 \cdot (y_{21} + y_{29}) / 2; \\
y_{14} &= y_{30}; 
\vdots 
\end{align*} \]
\[ y_{37}[i] = (L_s y_{33} - M y_{32}) Q; \]
\[ n = \sqrt{y_{31} y_{31} + y_{33} y_{33}}; \]
\[ y_{38}[i] = 3 M (y_{36}[i] y_{35}[i] - y_{34}[i] y_{37}[i]); \]
\[ y_{33} = (y_{38}[i] - TL) N_p; \]
\[ y_{40}[i] = T_2 y_{39}/(T_2 D + J) + J y_{40}[i-1]/(T_2 D + J); \]
\[ y_{41}[i] = y_{36}[i] \cos(y_{11}[i]) - y_{34}[i] \sin(y_{11}[i]); \]
\[ y_{42}[i] = y_{34}[i] \cos(y_{11}[i]) + y_{36}[i] \sin(y_{11}[i]); \]
\[ U_T[i] = y_{13}[i] - y_{36}[i] R_s; \]
\[ U_{T1}[i] = y_{12}[i] - y_{34}[i] R_s; \]
\[ S[i] = (U_T[i] + U_{T1}[i-1]) T_2 / 2 + S[i-1]; \]
\[ S_1[i] = (U_{T1}[i] + U_{T1}[i-1]) T_2 / 2 + S_1[i-1]; \]
\[ T_M[i] = 3 (S_1[i] y_{36}[i] - S[i] y_{34}[i]); \]
\[ \text{if} \ (i < T_5) \]
\[ \{ R_2[i] = 0.45; W_s = 0; I_s = 0; U[i] = 0; I_a[i] = 0; R_3[i] = 0; R_4[i] = 0; \} \]
\[ \text{else} \ { W_s = \sqrt{y_{9} y_{9}}; } \]
\[ I_s = y_{41}[i] y_{41}[i] + 6.83 * 6.83; \]
\[ U[i] = y_{13}[i] y_{34}[i] - y_{12}[i] y_{36}[i]; \]
\[ R_2[i] = W_s \sqrt{L_r y_{10}[i] * 0.0013 I_s/(y_{10}[i] L_s + I_s - U[i]) - L_r L_r}; \]
\[ \text{if} \ (R_2[i] < 0.1) \]
\[ \{ R = 0.1; \} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ R = R_2[i]; \]
\[ \} \]
\[ \text{fprintf(fp, "\%f \%f \%f \%f \%f \%f\n", y_{40}[i], y_{38}[i], y_{41}[i], ... \]
\[ y_{42[i]}, y_{34[i]}, n, R_{2[i]} \]

\[ t = t + T_2; \]

\[ \]